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Abstract of Thesis
This research examines the challenge Ieaders in higher
education face as they plan for future enroll-ment outcomes
in a transforming environment marked by changing enrollment
patterns. The general principles of strategic planning
provide a conceptual framework from which to address the
challenges inherent in preparing for an uncertain future.
Within this conceptual framework of strategic planni.g,
systems thinking and computer modeling are offered as
valuab1e tools to help enroll-ment managers effectively
address the challenges of enrol-lment planning. Based on the
principl-es and practices of systems thinking, a computer
model outl-ining the enrolfment process is developed. This
computer model is used to provide a visual di-agram of
current enrollment variables and relationships. The model
is also used to simulaLe enrollment outcomes and cast
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Chapter One: The Problem
Introduction
" Unl-ess we have a sense of the f uture r we can give
nothinq either wise or decent to the worfd.' CP Snow
The clich6, "there is nothing as constant as change"
appl-ies today more than ever in our fast paced world of
perpetual change. On the verge of a new millennium, the
world seems destined to continue along a journey of rapid
change and great uncertainty. Some experts cla j-m the
current period is one of the most extraordinary times in
history (Naisbi-tt, 1990; Peterson, L994). This is evidenced
by a phenomenal rate of development in technology. The
powerful forces of technology, when int.ertwined wlth
changing soclal, demographic, and economic conditions form a
complex web of environmental variables that are trans f ormi-ng
the current culture. This cultural transformation is
signif icantly af f ecting how one 1ives, l-earns, and works, as
the economy has shif ted to a new i-nf ormation economy. Higher
education is a large and powerful industry in society and
lies at the heart of this transformation (Wirth, L992) .
The results of this cultural transformation are
reshaping the role of higher education (Wirth , L992) . fn
this type of transformation, when the economy and way of
life are changing, the educational needs of individual-s also
change. This shift in the economy is promptinq society and
its members to adopt a new approach to work and learning.
With an economy dri-ven by information and technology, and
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characLerized by swift change, the educational- and training
demands made on individual-s and organizations are changing.
Drucker (1994) described an economy where knowl-edge replaces
labor as the primary source of capital. In t.his emerging
economy, he referred to individuals as "information
merchants" and "knowledge workers" (p. 1 ) . Senge ( 1990 )
call-ed for organizaLions to be "learning organizations" (p.
4) and believed learnlng capacity to be the greatest
organtzational asset in the new economy.
f n this societal- transf ormation, the demands f or higher
education are al-so transforming. The cultural transformation
is resul-ting in changing market conditions where information
and knowledge are a main resource. This has led to
significant changes in higher education enrollment
behaviors. Enrol-l-ment rates are changlng, as increasing
numbers of all age cohorts are enrolling in col-leges and
universities. The enrollment characteristics of students
have shifted dramatically. Greater numbers and ranges of
students are demanding a wider range of higher educational
services in order to prosper in the knowledge economy. fn
particular, the adult population has experienced significant
growth in higher educat j-on enrol-lment.
There has been a great increase in the enrol-Iment of
part-time, adult students (Snyder & Hoffman, L994) .
Lif elong l-earning is necJming a necessary process / as
individual-s need to change and enhance educational and
professional skil-l-s to thrive in the lnformatj-on rich
l4
society. With only 4 0 percent of the enrol-lment population
consisting of traditional age students, the other 60 percent
of part-time r non traditional- students are assuming an
increasing importance in the enrol-l-ment picture (Carnegie
Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education, L980) .
In the traditional- age population, total enrollments
have fl-uctuated and decreased slightty due to a shrinking
population (Snyder & Hoffman, 7994) . These shifts, dlong
with other demographic and social shift.s that are occurring
1n the cultural make up, are effecting enrollment outcomes
in higher education. The enrollment patterns of this
transformation are challenging higher education leaders.
With this challenge comes a greater need for sound strategic
planning and management (Halford & Diffenbach, 7992).
During this dynamic period of transformation and
change, institutions need to carefully assess the future
enrol lment out l-oo k to ensure a viable f uture . Thi s call s
for leaders of higher education institutions to carefully
use the process of strategic enrol-fment planning as their
institutions prepare for a future 1ike1y to be filled wit.h
great change and uncertainty. Leaders must access important
information and make critical decisions involving resource
allocation in response to these changing market conditlons
(Halford & Diffenbach, 7992).
Townsley ( 1993 ) identified enrollment as the central
part of institutional- strategic planning. In the current
higher education system, he saw enroll-ment as the driving
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force behlnd the successful operation of most institutions.
Townsley cited students as the focus of the institutional
mission and primary source of revenue for most institutions.
Changing demand trends and enrollment patterns are
pressing educational institutions to be more aligned with
the needs of a transforming economy and society (Row1ey,
Luj an, & DoIence, 1997 ) . Educational instltutions, like
other organizations, must cope daily wit.h the environment .
The environment in higher education has been traditionally
noted as a relatively stabl-e environment. These authors
contended that the world of higher education 1s no longer a
relatively certain and stable industry. No longer can
accurate enrollment forecasts be made by simply
extrapolating single age cohorts (i.e. high school
graduates) as a product of expected enrollment rates
(Frances, 198 0 ) . This lirrk connecting an institution with
its environment provides the foundations for strategic
enroll-ment planning (Hoss1er, 1984 ) .
As the new millennium approaches, it will be important
for institutions to closely watch changing enrol-lment
patterns. Typically, responses to these changes in
enroll-ment have been slow and constrained due to limited
resources, high costs, inflexibility, and a clinging to
traditional- practices (Row1ey, et d1. , 1997 ) .
It seems likely that future enroll-ment patterns will
continue to change and transform the face of higher
education enrol-Iment (Rowley et dI. , 1991 ) . As our economy
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continues to be driven hy information and knowledge, it is
likeIy that demand for higher education wiII increase. Such
demand results in increased enrollment and thus, fuels
additional i-ncreases in the amount of information and
knowl-edge directed back into the economy. This creates a
reinforcing cycle resul-ting in a pattern of behavior likety
to increase demand in higher education enrollment. What
seems less certain is where this transformation will lead
enrollment in higher education and how an institution can
effectively assess future enrol-lment outcomes. If one looks
at the underlying structure, it seems apparent institutions
of higher education will play a significant role in
preparing individuals for the new information economy. New
demands will be placed on institutions to prepare students
to meet the challenges and opportunities of tomorrow.
Problem Statement
Changes in academic enrol-l-ment patterns present both
challenges and opportunities for educational- organtzations
as they look to future enroll-ment outcomes. In this type of
environment, preparing for future responsibilities presents
a unique and difficult seL of challenges for educational-
organizations. At the heart of this challenge is the
diIeITIma of assessing current enrol-l-ment trends and trying to
anticipate what future opportunities these trends will
bring. Most everyone knows the future is unknowable and
unpredictable. Yet , effective planning calls for looking
ahead to any number of various, uncerta j-n f utures in order

L1
to be prepared to meet the challenges of tomorrow (SchwarLz,
19 91 ) . Though always f ill-ed with a degree of uncertainty, a
realistic look to the future helps a leader focus on
potential opportuni-ties, as he or she develops and
articul-ates a strong sense of vis j-on. Looking to the f uture
encourages an internal and external assessment of key
variables. This assessment assists Ieaders in a higher
education institution to identify an awareness of future
enrol-Iment opportunities, and thus devef op a strategic
visj-on and plan.
Yor- in looking to the future, there is a dilemma thatIULt
unfolds. This dilenrma is trying to anticipate and prepare
for what is ultimately unknowable. Within this dilemma also
unfolds the increasing challenge of strategic planning at
times when planning is most difficult. That is, as
complexity, uncertainty, and change in the market
environment increase, the need for strategic planning al-so
increases. However/ with the increase in complexity,
uncertainty, and changer greater challenges emerge in trying
to anticipate and prepare for a broader, more complex, and
uncertaj-n range of possihle futures.
This research focuses on the dilefilma that leaders of
higher educatj-on face as they try to anticipate and prepare
f or an uncertain future. It cal-ls f or new and ef f ective
approaches to strategic planning. This is especially
important today in a complex and uncertain world filled with
rapid change and Lechnological development. As the new
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mil-lennium approaches, educational organj-zations, Iike aIf
organizalions, will be challenged to confront an environment
filled with hiqh level-s of uncertal-nty, complexity, and
change.
As institutions of higher education confront the
future, the inherent risks and challenges of this process
are apparent. Therefore, the question that emerges is how
can an educational organlzat ion effectively assess and
prepare for future enrollment opportunities in a dynamic and
changing environment? This problem is studied in the
context of the enrol-lment planning process at institutions
of higher education. The specific research question probes
ways in which an educational institutj-on can effectively
assess the variabl-es influencing enrollment in order to
maximize future outcomes.
Purlrose
This study investigates how an educational organization
can effectively manage the challenges of examining
enrollment behaviors and patterns and the assessment of
f uture enrol Iment opportunit ies . The general purpose o f thi s
study is to apply the tool-s of systems thinking and computer
modeling as methods that can be used to improve the
strategic enrollment planning process. Through research and
a collaborative modeling process using a systems approach,
this study provJ-des a model of the enrol-l-ment process at
institutions that can be used to better understand the
variables influencing enrollment outcomes.
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The primary and specific objective of this study is to
develop a computer model- of the enroll-ment process based on
systems thinking which can be simulated and used to gain a
better understanding of t.he enrollment processes and
planning at educational institutions. This will- involve
assessment of internal- variables and practices that affect
enrol-Iment outcomes.
General- goals in developing this model incl-ude:
(a)provide a conceptual and structural framework within
which to think about and plan for an uncertaj-n future in a
complex and changing environment, (b) foster greater learning
capacity in an organizaLion by using computer modeling and
simulatlon as a forum for discussion, and (c) facilitate
improved decision making and design processes which will-
have positive implications for future enrollment outcomes.
Conceptual Framework
Systems thinking provides the conceptual framework for
this study. The methods of systems thinking are examined
in order to assist educational organi zat ions during their
planning for future enrollment outcomes. Planning for the
future fa1ls under the broad concepts of strategic planning.
Thompson and Strickl-and (1996) acknowledged that the
emphasis of strategic planning is to look to the future and
external environment in order to assess future trends and
emerging opportunities. Systems thinking and computer
modeling provide valuabl-e tool-s to aid organi zations in the
strategic planning and declsion making process. Through
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systems thinking, Richmond ( 1994 ) showed how reliable
inferences about behavior and performance can be made by
developing an increaslngly deep understanding of the
underlying structure within a strategic process.
Traditional methods of strategic planning relied on
Iinear forecasting and extrapolation of the major trends.
In a more dynamic and complex envj-ronment, High Perf ormance
Systems (1996) warned that these methods are no longer
effective as they typically fail to consider the dynamic and
sometimes volatile nature of the environment. High
Performance Systems emphasized the result is often surprise
and missed opportunity due to focusing on simple projections
of the past into the future. Simple cause and effect
relationships are no lonqer adequate to explain complex
behaviors, such as enrollment behaviors and patterns in
higher education.
Systems thinking provides an alternative approach to
traditional linear thinking. Systems thinking is a mind
sent to follow as one looks at a dynamic and compl-ex
environment. Systems thinking helps to view the world and
environment in a holistic and interdependent way. This has
become necessary as the environment has become increasingly
complex and interdependent . Richmond ( 1 9 94 ) defined systems
thinking *'as the art and science of making reliabl-e
inferences about hehavior by developing an increaslngly deep
understanding of the underlying structure of a system" (p.
9). Senge (1990) stated systems thinking encourages higher
2t
order thinking and critical- thought. He said this is done
by assuming a broad, yet focused perspective. With this
broad and focused perspective, the key variables driurrq-i-
system are identif ied. In most systems, these variabl-es
wil-l represent a complex set of interrelationships. It is
in this compl-ex web of lnterrelated causes and effects that
Senge saw the heart of systems thlnking.
According to High Performance Systems (1996), systems
modeling is a tool for strategic planning designed to help
an organtzaLion provide structure j-n preparation for a
dynamic and uncertain future. Many authors cont.end modeling
the structure of a strategic process provides a forum for
developing a greater understanding of the rel-ationships
among internal organ j- zational- practices and environmental-
conditions (Morecroft, 1994; Richmond & Petersonf 7996;
Senge, 1990) . After developing a model of the strategic
processr different scenarios can be played out under a
variety of potential conditj-ons and interactions. According
to High Performance Systems (1996) , the goals of systems
modeling are Lo:
/^\ -:(a) rncrease understanding of organizational- practices
and market conditions that are driving specific performance
outcomesr (b) create a forum for the sharing of perceptions
and assumptions of individuals within an organizaLion, (c)
increase the capacity for organizatlonal learning, (d)
create a series of plausible and alternatj-ve scenarios about









The investigative process focuses on establishing an
effective enrollment model that is used to simulate future
enrol-lment scenarios. It is hypothesized that utiLtzation
of systems thlnking and a modeling and scenario process at
an institution of higheS education helps achieve these goals
because of ; (a)an improved strategi-c enrollment planning
process ,, (h) an enhanced l-earning capacity f or the
organi zati-on, and (c ) hetter determined enrollment
obj ectives and an appropriate strategy to meet these
enrol- Iment ob j ect ive s .
These modeling goals were applied by investigating the
strategic enrollment planning process at an institution that
is attempting to meet the growing and changing needs of
adult learners. As a relatively new educational
organi zati-on designed to of f er innovative educational
programs meeting the contemporary demands of adult learners,
the need for continuous evaluation of future market
opportunities and enrollment scenarios is essential. This
was measured by the results of the planning process
including the program and / ox poficy recommendations made as
a resul-t of this proces s .
Assumptions and Limitations
When as ses sing current enroll-ment processes and f uture
enrollment ob; ecLives, there are important ]imitations to
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note . One obv j-ous l- imitat ion of planning f or the f uture i s
the inability to predict the future. The focus of this st.udy
is neither to predict the future nor to assess what is
predictable about the future. Rather, the focus is to
accept the notion of preparing for the future as an
important and necessary activity for organi zaLions to remain
viable. It is also assumed that in additlon to being
important and necessarfl preparing for the future is also
risky and should he approached with care and deliberation.
It is neces sary in the sense of the surv j-val of the
organizaLj-on yet hazardous in the sense of trying to
predict, describe, and prepare for what is uncertain, and
ul-timately unknowable. Thus, this study does not attempt to
predict. the future in any way. Despite the lack of
knowledge of the future, it is assumed that the time and
effort spent trying to understand present conditions and
emerglng t rends i s a u.se f ul exerci se and wi 11 help an
organ :_zaLion be better prepared for the future.
Another Iimitation is the inability to completely model
reality. AtI model-s and simulations are simple, incomplete
representations of reality. It is impossihle for even a
simple business to completely model the many internal and
external interrelat j-onships that exist (de Geus, 19 94 ) .
Summary
This chapter introduces the problem leaders
educatlon face in planning for future enrollment





leaders of higher education to improve strategic enrol-l-ment
planning as their institut.ions prepare for future enrol-Iment
in a complex and changing environment. Systems thinking and
computer modeling are offered as a valuable approach to
confront these challenges.
Chapter Two consisfs of a review of the literature
appropriate to this study. This review focuses on systems
thinking and modeling as an effective method for strategic
enrollment planning. The review of strategic planning
provides a broad theoretical framework in which to apply the
methods of systems thinking and modeling in assessing
enroll-ment outcomes,
Chapter Three describes Lhe methodology used in this
research. The methodotegy outlines the development of a
model to he used to examine the enrollment process at a
particular institution. The model shows how to simulate
future enrollment scenarios based on relevant variables.
Chapter Four documents and reports the results of the
modeling and simul-ation process. Chapter Five discusses
outcomes and the implications of this study. The appendj-xes
provide information used for the modeling process and input
for variables included in the model.
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Chapter Two: Review of the L,iterature
Introduction
This review of the literature develops the case that
systems thinking and modeling are valuahle tools to improve
the strategic enrollment planning process in higher
education. In developing the case for systems thinking and
compuLer modeling as valuabl-e tools to help prepare for the
future, the concepts of strategic plannlng serve as a
theoretical- framework. A general review of planning and
researching the future is provided. This 1s followed by a
thorough review of t.he principles and ob j ect.ives of
strategic planning. During this review of strategic
planning, references are made as to how sysLems thinking can
help institutions of higher education better face future
enrollment challenges in a complex and dynamic environment.
This chapter specifically addresses the principles and
pract.ices of systems thinking and modeling. SysLems thinking
provides a framework for assessing how an organi-zat ion
operaLes and interacts with the dynamic environment and can
assist enroll-ment managers prepare for the future. This is
especially true as the environment becomes increasingly
compl-ex. According to Senge (1990) and Morrison, Renfro,
and Boucher (198 4 ) , systems thinking emerged as a rnethod of
forecasting and futures research as a resul-t of the shear
complexity of the world, The environment is becoming an
ever increasing complexity of a multiple of systems (Senge,
1990) . Within this environment, organizaLions face constant
zr)
challenges f rom many external variabl-es. Systems thinking
allows j-ncorporation and assessment of external variables,
incl-uding surprises (Morrison, et df . , 1984 ) . Systems
thinking vj-ews the world as an interrelated, interdependent
system. Modeling provides a forum to display t.he important
processes and rel-ationships an organLzation must confront.
Once these relationships are modeled, simulation of future
outcomes is possible. f ystems modeling and simulati-ons can
help improve an organizaLion's capacity to l-earn and better
prepare for future challenges.
Plannlqg_for t_!_e Future
Pl-anning for the future is a unique comhination of
power, knowledge, disorder, anxiety, and uncertainty
( Schwa rLz. 1 9 91 ) . Despite the uncertainty and inherent
risk, a realistic l-ook to the future helps a leader focus on
potential opportunities when developing a sense of vision.
Preparing for the future is arguably the most import.ant task
for an organtzaLion. The important decisions an
organization must confront in order to ensure long term
viability are shaped by the context of future possibilities
(SchwarLz, 1991) . Looking to the future also helps to creaLe
a greater awareness of opportunity and sense of vision, and
thus giving the organi zaLion more control over the future
(Tregoe, Zimmerman, Smith, & Tobia, 1989).
Coupled with the importance of preparlng for the
future, there are some inherent dilemmas in trying to
investigate and asses s fut.ure opportunities . One dilenrma is
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that the future is impossible to know. The future does not
exist, supplies no empirical data, and therefore cannot be
studied hy means of the scientific method (Jones, l-980).
However, within certain hroad l- imit s the f uture i s
predictable. To state t'the sun wil-l- come up tomorrow" is a
valid assumption to make about the future. Yet, there exist
many questions and uncertainties about the future that are
not knowable. Though the sun will rise tomorrow, it 1s less
certa j-n if there wiII be rain I clouds, or blue sky. One of
the greatest challenges of assessing the future is trying to
determine what is predictable and what is not predictable
(Jones, 1980).
Despite these challenges, planning for the future is a
necessary and natural aqtivity. Everyone makes assumpt j-ons
or implicit forecasts about t.he future. According to
Schwartz (1991), the human brain is designed to naturally
explore the results of varj-ous actions as different futures
are pf ayed out. Biol-ogists have concl-uded that one part of
the human brain is constantly responsibl-e for gathering
information about sequences of events and making action
plans based on the anticipated futures (Tngvar, 1985) . As a
natural, biological- activity, preparing for the future seems
an important topic to better understand.
Skeptics may claim trying to study and prepare for the
future is wasted time and effort, ds the future is
unknowabl-e . Yet to a large extent, the f uture is shapable .
The future is the resul-t of external forces and internal-
/-a
choices as individual-s and organtzat-ions try to seize hol-d
of the fuLure and guide itn rather than just reacting to
what otherwise will happen (Carnegie Council on Po1icy
Studies in Higher Education, L9B0) . Therefore, how the
future is viewed, and acted oil, deeply affect how future
events and outcomes will evolve.
Despite the inherent challenges and limitations in
studying the future, 1t is a worthwhile endeavor to do so.
The outcomes of the future are not simply random. Rather,
the future can be shaped by the decisions and actions of
today. The question that remains is how can organizations
make decisions and impl-ement action plans to effectively
plan for an unknown future? Or more specifically, how can
enrol-l-ment. planners in higher education improve their
ability to assess future enrollment objectives and
opportunities in a changing environment?
Strategic Planningr: A Theoretical Framework
To betLer understand the future I a theoretical
f ramework is necessary. Planning f or the f uture typ j-ca11y
f al-ls under the broad guise of strategic planning. Strategic
planning aj-ms to better understand the past and present in
order to expl-oit the new and di f f erent opportunit.ies of
tomorrow (Morrison et aI. 1984). The richness and challenge
of strategic planning is effectively summarized by Cope
(1987) . "Strategic planning focuses on not just the
organtzation, but the organization and the envj-ronment; and
not ;ust now, but thenf now and the future" (p. 1) .
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Thus, strategic planning requires a look to the past,
present, and future in order for an organization to
anticipate and prepare for future opportunities and threats.
This challenge of learning from past and present so as to
assess the future is formidable . Naisbitt ( 1 982 ) contended
one must learn about the future in precisely the same way
one has learned about the past, with deliberate and careful
analysis. Ingram (1993) in writing about Ieadership in
higher education, contends, Ieaders of instit.utions struggle
because there is so little known about the future and there
is not enough known about the past.
Anticipating and preparing for the future requires one
to bet.ter understand and learn more about the present and
the past. Cope (1987 ) ef f ectively sunrmarized a def init j-on
that captures the lnherent challenges of strategic planning.
Strategic planning is an open systems approach to
steering an enterprj-se over time through uncertaj-n
environmental waters. It is proactive problem solvinq
behavior directed externally at conditions in the
environment and a means to find favorable competitive
posit.ion in the contj-nual- competition for resources.
fts primary purpose is to achieve success with mission
while linking the institution's future to anLicipated
changes in the environment in such a way that the
acguisition of resoufces is faster than the depletion of
resources. (p. 3 )
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From this definition, there are some key concepts
important to note. These concepLs provide a framework for
improving the methods of preparing for an uncertain future.
A better understanding of strategic planning helps
demonstrate the ways in which systems thinking and modeling
fit in the framework of strategic planning.
Systems approach. The first concept is the systems
approach. This is a f undarnental concept of strategic
planning and a basis for research in systems thinklng. The
definition of a system is broad. Senge (1993) defined, a
system as a perceived whole whose el-ements come together as
they continually affect each other over time and operate
toward a common purpose. Daft (1995). in reference to
organi zaLions as open systems, cEl-l-ed any organi zation which
must interact with the envi-ronmenL in order to survive as an
open system. In this sense/ aIl educational organizations
are part of a large complex and dynamic system. This
important fundamental Iays the groundwork for planning, ds
all organi zatj-ons rely on the environment as a primary
source of system inputs (Daft, L995) .
The open system concept strongly implies the
interrel-ated nature of the worl-d. For example, higher
educaLion has a key rol-e in t.he cultural- system. From a
systems perspective, the relationship between education and
culture is interwoven, interdependent, and dynamic. Within
this system, there are related forces that interact and
influence upon each other. Werner Jaeger (1945), in
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Paideia: The Ideals of the Greek Culture stated:
Education keeps pace with the life and growth of the
cofirmunity, and is altered both by changes imposed on it
and from without and by transformations in its internal
structure. And, siprce the basis of education is
consciousness of thp val-ues that qovern human life, its
history is affected by changes in the values current
within the conlmunity.
The open system concept stresses interdependence and
the role of the envlronment as the focus for the strategic
planning process . As the definition by Cope notes, the
efforts of strategic planning are externally directed, The
external market drives educational institutions like any
other organ:_zai-ion. The external market provides the
necessary inputs (students, faculty, and revenue) for an
institution to sustain itself. The environment in higher
education has been historically stahle, as each year
produced a relatively certain number of new students based
primarily on demographics (Carnegie Counci-I on Policy
Studies in Higher Education, l9B0). The environment is now
changing. It is becoming less stable and certa j-n, ds the
demands for higher education are changlng.
In this type of environment, the process of strategic
planning has never been more lmportant (Ingram, 1993). The
concept of the educational institution as part of an
interrel-ated, dynamic open system becomes more critical .
fnstitutions need to constantly assess the external
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environment, as competition for resources is increas ing .
Brazz:-el- (1993) described how demands are changing and
industry boundaries are becoming bl-urred, ds the lines
separating traditional and nontraditional- education are
becoming l-ess clear. The author provided examples of
different organizaLions and institutions that are offerlng a
variet.y of education services that are meeting the demands
of the market. Specificallyr organLzations like Mj-crosoft
are entering the higher education market.. Other
organ :-zaLions, such as RAND of f er internal- degree programs
to meet t.he needs of organi zations and the employees . In
this type of environment, BrazzteL warned that educational-
organizatlons can no Ionger simply view their existence as
independent and unrelated to the external environment.
Ingram ( 19 93 ) agreed. He saw educational- orqan j- zations as
part of an interdependent, interrelated mix of environmental
variables, In this type of open and competitive environment,
he acknowledged that institutions are challenged to
determine how to maintaln a comparative advantage.
Morecroft and Sterman (1994) warned that within the
dynamic systems perspective is an inherent high level- of
complexity. Assessing how an organization interacts with
its environment reveals a multitude of int.errelated
variables. While assessi.rg these variables within a sysLems
perspective, the authors pointed out it is impossible for
the organtzaLion to ignore the complexity of the
environmental systems, nor can it deny the need to improve
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its ability to function effectively within them. The level
of complexity in an open system challenges organizations to
effectively learn and come to grips with the complexity.
Senge (1990) also notes that it is important for an
i-nstitution to recognize itself as part of an open system
that. is competitive and compl-ex. He said this is the first
step in adopting a systems perspective. Systems thinking
encourages what he called a t'system as cause" (p. 61 )
viewpoint. Senge believed this viewpoint emphasizes the
notion that the system is a primary cause of behavior. In
order to better view the orgian Lzation as part of a larger
system, it is important to assume a broad perspective. This
perspective assesses bot.h the internal and external
environments of an organization.
Environmental uncertainty. When dealing with an open
system, there is a hiqh level of uncertainty, as the
external environment is impossible to predict or control-.
The general consensus among observers is that the sources
and l-evels of uncertainty are increasing dramatically
(Naisbitt, 1990; Peterson/ 7996; Porter, 1985 ) . They
emphasized that this uncertainty is being influenced by a
number of factors including a technological- revolution I a
changing expanding g1oba1 economyf and changing social rol-es
and values. Porter said uncertainty is often addressed
inadequately in an organizational setting.
With uncertainty and changef comes risk. Cope ( 1987 )
felt the concepts of risk and uncertainty play an important
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part in preparing for the future. In the planning process/
he said the focus revolves around the variables where there
is less control and certainty. In looking to future
opportunities and the forces which wiII infl-uence these
opportunities, he emphasized it is necessary to enter into
uncertain environmental conditions. To effectively address
the challenges inherent in this uncertain environment, Cope
encouraged linking the institution's future to anticipated
changes in the envj-ronment.
In uncertain dynamlc environmental conditions, Porter
(l-985) emphasized that the challenges of anticipating
changes are great, as the f uLure seems to hol-d a wider range
of possibilities, which are 1ike1y to change more quickly.
He belj-eved this uncertainty is resolved by making probable
assumptions based on past behavior and performance.
Assessing and adapting to a dynamic and fast changing
environment calls for new ways of thinking. This type of
thinking needs to embrace the risks, compl-exity, and
uncertainty in our turbulent environment (Richmond, L994;
Senge , 7990 ) , The methods of systems thinking and modeling
provj-de a valuable context in which to address the
challenges of risk and uncertainty.
Proactive problem solving and steerinq the enterprise.
How an institution interacts wi-th the external envi-ronment
and the inherent uncertainty is crucial,. Managing this
intimate relationship will- require effective visj-on and
decision making. This brlngs another key concept in the
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definition of strategic planning. Accordlng to Cope (1987) ,
a third fundamental concept of strategic planning is the
notion of steering the enterprise. He identified steering
the enterpr j-se is a primary obj ective of strategic planning.
Steering the enterprise creates an image of the organizaLj-on
Iooking both to the environment and the future in order to
direct the organi zation al-ong a navigable and f ulf ilIing
route. Cope contended as organi zaLions j ourney through
external conditions and look to future environments, they
continuously confront some important decisions that need to
be made. Making important decisions ahout where to go and
how to get there provi-des the road map for steeri-ng the
enterprise along a successful j ourney. Steering an
enterprise relies on effective environmental- analysis,
decision making and leadership (Cope, 1987; Morrison et dl. ,
1984).
fn steering t.he enterprise. key decisions will need to
he made. Eor example, one of the primary challenges
confronting enrollment managers and strategic planners is
deciding which markets to pursue (Tregoe et dl., 1989).
According to the authors, this decision has traditionally
been focused on simple geographical definitions. Now
educational organizations face difficult market decisions in
terms of non-traditional markets. These markets are growing
at substantial rates.rrJ to ignore these markets could
result in missed opportunities. Thus, in steering the
enterprise, the need for leaders of educational
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organi zalions to assess market opportunities and plan
accordingly is increasing. In this context, strateglc
planning needs to be an on going process to allow
institutional- l-eaders to f requently as k, what markets do we
want to pursue? This quest.ion can be difficul-t for some
educational institutions who have a have history, tradition,
and a mission statement that has endured for several decades
(fngram 1993; Tregoe et dl., 1989) .
Systems thinking provides a framework and process for
decision making. When approaching a problem or decision
making situation, there are many factors to consider.
Forrester ( 1994 ) effectively summarized the decision making
process as the identification of desired conditions,
observation of actual conditions, and the action necessary
to bring actual conditions Loward deslred conditions.
Forrester considered these steps preliminary steps in the
planning process. The next steps are to gather the
j-nformatj-on necessary to provide input for the previous
three steps. System modeling provides the struct.ure to
effectively capture this information.
Given that organi zaLions are part of a complex and
uncertain system, leaders are confronted with the challenges
of making important decisions about the future of their
organi zaLions. Such challenges require ef f ective probl-em
solving. Systems thinking and modeling are tools to help
strategic planners in the problem solving and decision-
making processes,
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Achieve success with mission. A final- key concept 1n
strategic planning centers on the results of the planning
process. The purpose of strategic planning as Cope (1987)
noted is to achieve success with mission. In order to
achieve success with mission, dr organizalion needs to
successfully maximj-ze the use of environmental resources
available. Mission ful-f illment rel-i-es on t.he ability of an
institution to maximi ze t.he resources f rom the environment .
As Cope noted organizat-ions will need to find a means t.o
find favorable competitive position in the continual
competition for resources. One of the main resources an
institution draws from the environment are students.
Enrol-lment plays a critical- role in the future success of
mi s s j-on f ul f i f lment at any inst itut ion .
Strategic Enrollment Planning
In the strat.egic planning processf it is important to
identify key performance indicators. Rowley et a1. (1997)
defined key performance indicators as measures of essential-
outcomes. At educational institutions, enrolIment is a
prime example of an essential outcome, and therefore, a key
performance indicaLor. Rowley et al-. and Townsley (1993)
placed enroll-ment at the center of the strategic planning
proces s . Hlgher educati-on systems are largely enrollment
driven. Enrol-l-ed students are the main focus of the
institutional- mission and the primary source of revenue for
many institutions. The survival and prosperity of most
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institutions is driven by the enrol-lment of students.
Accordirrg to Rowley et al. one of the key strategic
questions f or l-eaders of institutions to as k as they l-ook to
the future centers on future enrol-Iment. Addressing the
question, "who will be the enro]1ed students of tomorrow?"
requires enrollment managers and campus leaders to assess
both internal and external conditions of past, present, and
future.
For nearly every campus, the nature and the make up of
the student body will change over the next several years
(Rowley et dI., L991) . The authors pointed to trends that
showed an increase in age and range of students. From 1983
to 1993, these trends included an 83 percent increase of
students over age 35. During the same period, the numher of
women enrolled increased 21 percent, while enrollment
numbers of traditional students declined or were stable.
If these trends continup, the students of tomorrow will be
older and more diverse lon*r, compared to preceding years.
These changing enrol-l-ment patterns result in a greater need
than ever before for sound strategic planning and manaqement
(HaIford & Diffenbach, 1993 ) . Institutional strategic
planning needs to have assessment of enrol-lment behavior and
patterns at the center of its planning model-.
In enrollment terms, looking to the f uture invol-ves
defining goals and opportunities. The dramatic new
situation with changing demographics, technological
innovation, and rapid change gives ri-se to both greater
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opportunity and uncertainty. According to the Carnegie
Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education (1980) , the
future looms with an increased sense of hopes and fears.
Some of the fears the Council- listed incl-ude enrollment
drops, funding resource depletion , fierce competit j-on,
deterioration of quallty, and technological innovations
making cl-assrooms obsolete. Some of the hopes listed
include the economy and technology continuing to develop
resulting in enrollment increases, the aduft market
continuing to grow rapidly, technofogy offering alternative
del-i-very formats and thus increasing access and quality, and
higher educati-on continuing to contribute to cultural and
societal development.
The challenge of setting enroll-ment goals and future
outcomes is a formidable and complex task. Enrollment
behavior results from a multitude of variables. On an
aggregate level there are many macro forces which infl-uence
enrol-l-ment trends and demand. These variahl-es include
demographics , economic and prof ess j-onal-,/vocational
opportunity (return on investment), technological advances,
pricing, and social conditions (Frances, 1980,' Hossler,
1984). On an micro level- students make individual decisions
based on a variety of f actors j-ncluding l-ocation, cost,
quality, and appropriate academic programs among many others
(Hossler, 1984).
As institutions look to the future, the environmental
landscape will- continue to change. It is likely the
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enrollment demands and patterns will become more complex and
a challenge to anticipate. Institutions need to
contj-nuously assess environmental opportunity and emerging
enrollment patterns in order to thrive -
To surTrmatLZe this section, strategic planning
challenges an educational organization to view itself as
part of a interrelated open system. In this system there
are high levels of unceFtainty due to a rapidly changing
environment. Within this environment there exist a
multitude of complex and dynamic interrelationshlps. This
challenging environment is the context in which institut.ions
need to make important decisions about future enroll-ment.
opportunities. Educational institutions, as other
organi zaLions. must cope daily wit.h Lhe external- environment
(Halford & Diffenhach, \993; Carnegie Council on PoIicy
Studj-es in Higher Education , :-.9B 0 ) . This external-
environment has traditionally been rel-atively stable for
institutions through the mid 1980's (Halford & Diffenbach,
1993 ) . Now, however, the external- environment is becoming
Iess stable. There are rapid rates of change dri-ven by
changing demographics / economics, and Lechnology.
Institutions now find themselves dealing with a complex and
unstable environment. Results from this changing
environment include shifting enrol-l-ment patterns that are
difficult to predict.
Systems Thinking
Systems thinking offers a powerful framework to help
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enrollment managers prepare for the future. This is
especially true as the environment becomes increasingly
complex. Within this environment, enrollment manaqers face
constant challenges from many external variables. According
to Senge (1990) and Mor lson et aI. (1984), systems thinking
emerged as a method of futures research as a result of the
shear complexity of the world. Senge saw the environment
becoming an ever-j-ncreasing complex web of interrelated and
interdependent variabl-es. He said this occurs because the
relationships among these variabl-es group to form a multiple
of interrelated systems. Morrison et al. said systems
thinking al-lows incorporation and modification of external
variabl-es, including the unexpected.
As the world becomes more connected and more complex,
the rate of change is tikely to continue to increase. In
this context/ organizations can be considered complex
systems t.hat are inf luenced by a complex environment. The
increasj-ng levels of complexity make it difficult for
enrollment managers to understand present conditions and
anticipate f uture opportunities . I f educat j-on institutions
are to remain viable in such a dynamic world, they need to
be able to negotiate turbulent external conditions.
Systems thinking provides a framework for negotiatj-on
in such an environment. Systems thinking is a conceptual
framework that has been developed to make patterns clearer
and to help one see how to effectively change these patterns
( Senge , 79 90 ) . As mentioned, Richmond ( 1 994 ) defined
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systems thinking as the art and science of making rel-iable
inferences about behavior by developing an increasingly deep
understanding of the underlying structure of the system.
Senge contended systems thinking seeks to describe and
understand how feedback processes can generate patterns of
hehavior within organi zaLions and large scale human systems .
Morecrof t (L994) , in a fnore practical- context, def ined
systems thinking as a framework for assessing and discussing
how policies, customers, and suppliers interact to shape
performance.
^ - conceptual framework, Richmond ( 1 9 94 ) and Senge.l15 ct
(1990) descrj-bed systems thinking as a mind set which
int imately bl-ends crltical- thlnking and learning, with a
unique vantage point. They placed the focus on system
structure, while the vantage point has what they referred to
as a hinocul-ar perspective. The authors stated that a
binocul-ar perspective allows one to see the whole system,
while still able to see specific details. With this vantage
point, Sengie (1990 ) claimed the observer is positioned to
see both the "forest and the trees" (p. I21). According to
Senge, the forest would include the broadf generic forces
and patterns at work in a system. The Lrees woul-d include
seeing the specif ic detail-ed events which occur. In this
type of mind set, the authors called for a balance between
breadth of scope (the big picture ) and specif ic detail-s .
For example, they said q successful organization needs to
balance and link attention between visi-on (the biq picture )
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and operational poricies and procedures (the details) .
While assuming a binocular perspectj-ve Richmond (L994)
said syst.ems thinking explores the important underlying
structure of a system o.r process. He saw structures as the
essence of systems thinking and modeling. Senge echoed
this saying systems thinking is concerned with the
underlying structure and key interrelationships that
influence behavior over time. However, he warned t.hat these
interrelatj-onships are often hidden beneath the surface and
lie within the underlying structure of the system. Because
of this, Senge descrihed four levels of behavior within a
system and said it is important to assess each level-. The
material in the next four sections is primarily the work of
Senge descrlbing these four level-s. Additions f rom other
sources are indicated by citation.
Surface events. The first level is the surface level.
This l-eve1 represents a single event of the present. Senge
wrote that this is the level where most thoughts are focused
and thus the explanations of the system. There is a
tendency toward fixation on single events. as they are
easier to understand. Yet, dt the surface level, there
exists minimal opportunity to effectively understand the
system. The surface level events are typically consj-dered
the symptoms or effecLs of some other problems.
Trends / patterns . The second level is the patterns
and/or trends of behavior. To effectively develop an
understanding of the dynamic behavior of a system requj-res a
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break in the fixation on single events with a simple cause
and ef fect rel-ationship. The f irst step toward developing
this understanding is to assess a series of single events
over a period of time. This wil-I represent the accumul-ation
of single events over a period of time and l-eads to the
identification of patterns or trends in behavior. It is
important to focus on patterns of behavior. In a linear.
cause and effect approach, there is a tendency to l-ook at
single events and explain them with a single cause. Senge
contended that focusing on events keeps us from seeing long
term patterns of behavj-or and change that l-ie behind the
events. Focusing on patterns of behavior (that result form
collective events) can increase the understanding of a
process or system. He felt this hecomes important when
addressing the future, ds opportunities or threats typically
emerge from gradually evolving patterns and processes r not
slngle events. For example, in higher education, the
increase in adult, nontraditional students emerged as a
result of many gradual processes and events (such as
increased j ob opportunities and changing social and family
roles). The result was a pattern of substantially
j-ncreasing numhers of adult learners entering colleges and
graduate schools. This increase continues to be a
significant opportunity for many institutions to consider.
Underl-ying structure. The third level of assessment
that Senge described j-s the heart of systems thinking. This
level represents the interactlons and rel-ationships that are
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occurring and causing the patterns of behavior in a system.
At this l-evel- the focus is directed to the forces driving
the patterns or trends of the reference behavior. Wack
(1985) referred to these causes as the hidden forces that
are present and acting in the worl-d today. Ref erring back
to the example of enroll-ment trends. the question to ask is
what rel-ationships exist that have generated an increase in
the number of adult and part-time students enrolling in
graduate school-. Answering this question leads to a variety
of related forces driving this ouLcome. For example,
increasJ-ng numbers of part-time, adulL student.s are
returning to school as a result of changing social- structure
and economic conditions. Women out numher men in today' s
col-1ege classroom. The shifting economy from the
industrial to the information age is prompting adul-t
students to enroll- in graduate and undergraduate programs
throughout the counLry in order to malntain sufficient j ob
skills. At the heart of this economj-c shift 1s the rapid
increase in technology and information. The new
technological- and information economy reguires a different
set and level- of skill-s than in the past. It requires new
ways of thinking. As one can see, it does not take long to
introduce a wide range of different variables that interact
to form a complex and dynamJ-c system. This is an important
step and an important challenge in assessing a system. The
challenge 1j-es in developing a perspective that capt.ures the
complexity of a system so the dynamic behavior can be
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understood. The challenge becomes greater, as one does noL
want to create a level of analysis that is so complex and in
depth, that it creates a paralysis of thought and
understanding. The importance lies in the understanding and
learning that can take place during this process.
Within this third l-evel of systems thinking is the
important concept of feedback. Feedback is what Senge said
defines and describes the interrelationships in a system.
In systems thinking, feedback is a broad concept that
descri-bes any reciprocal f low of cause and ef fect inf luence.
Feedback is the backhone of systems structure and provides
for the dynamic behavior in a system. A series of
reciprocal feedback relationships forms to create the
structure of a system. Senge saw a natural tendency for
systems to have one of a few generic feedback patterns.
These feedback patterns seem to repeat themsel-ves among
different systems and have a tendency to be goal seeking.
The two basic feedback types include reinforcing (growth)
and counteracting (regul-ati.g) . E-eedhack is inf ormation on a
gj-ven condition in comparison to the desired state or goal
of that condition. In the planning for future outcomes I
feedback plays an important role in det.ermini.rg behavior of
the system.
In looking to future outcomes/ there is typically a
goal or desired state. As the behavior of a system plays
out, the level of the condition is compared to the desired
level. The dif ference between the two provj-des feedback
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that in turn affects the action or flow of the system. This
is a basic feedback process that regul-ates a system.
Mental model-s and learning. The f inal l-evel of
analysis in systems thinking that was described by Senge is
a mental model. Mental- model-s are the mi-nd sets of
individuals. The mind sets of individuals play a crj-tical
role in systems thinking as this is how individuals perceive
the realities of a system. The mental- model-s of individual-s
are the building blocks f or organi zaLional- and team
l-earning.
One of the premises of systems thinklng is the notion
of team learning. Team learning encourages a collaborative
environment and assumes that several- minds are far greater
than a single mind. In the turbul-ent economj-c environment
where information and knowledge accumul-ate wealth I a prj-mary
source of competitive advantage is an organtzaLion's ability
to l-earn (Senge, L990; de Geus, 1994). It is important for
educational j-nstitutions not only to facilitate learning,
but also to be what Senge referred to as a t'learning
organi zaLion" (p. 3 ) . Educational organi zaf;-ons as
facilitators of learning, do not automatically meet the
criterj-a of a Iearning organizaLion.
At heart of organizalional learning is the concept of
mental- models. Menta1 model is a t.erm coined by systems
thinkers. Senge saw mental models as an individual's
internal plctures of how the world works. Mental models are
the mind sets of individuals that result from a lifetime of
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observations, Iearning and experiences. Mental models
include the assumptionsf generaltzaLions, and operatlng
paradlgms individual-s hol-d in their views of the world. In
this sense/ ment.al model-s are powerful because how the worl-d
is viewed has a strong impact on behaviors and declsions.
Changing mental models is the essence of }earning.
Pierre Wack ( 1 98 4 ) in an article on organi zaLional learning,
claimed the process of creating scenarios is aimed at
changing the mind sets of declsion makers. Because mental
model-s are so inf l-uential in the decision ma king proces s,
the mind sets of key decision makers play an important role
in the direction of their organi zattons .
Systems thinking and modeling are tools to uncover/
discussr and assess the mental models of the participants.
This process is done through mapping the underlying
structural components of how the system functions. During
the process, underlying assumptions along with
interrelationships among key variables are discussed and
made explicit. This activity results in the elicitation of
the individual- mental models and open dialogue and
assessment of these mental models. When open dialog and
assessment of lndivldual mental- model-s occurs, individual-s
have an opporLunity to assess their implicit views. They
also have the opportunity to listen to others and perhaps,
assimil-ate some new mental models with their existing mental-
models . Thus, Iearning takes place as individuals expand
their own mentaJ models and perceptions of the worl-d.
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The end resul-t in this process is that new ways of
viewing a particul-ar system may emerge. This is
particularly valuahle in the strategic planning process for
an institution. In this day of fast change and high
uncertainty, the challenges of planning for the future are
great. The institutions which will thrive in the coming
days, are those that are abl-e to ef fectively see themsel-ves
as part of a compfex, dynamic sysLem and come to a greater
understanding of the features of t.his system. Institutions
al-so need to master the art of learning. This type and
leve1 of acLivity requires memhers of institutions to share
mental models in a collaborative setting as they maintain a
constant quest f or new l-earning.
ModeIi as a Stra ic Plann Tool-
Developing and improving mental- models can be done hy
creating computer models of key organ tzat-ional- processes .
Models are seen as instruments to support strategic
thinkingf group discussion and team learning (Senge, 7990;
Morecroft & Sterman , L994 ) . Accordlng to Morecroft and
Sterman, systems model-s are instruments to support cognitive
and group problem solving processes. The authors described
model-s in terms of three purposes : (a ) as maps of reality
designed to activate and capLure team knowledge, (h) as
frameworks to help organize, filter, and structure the vast
amount of knowledge a tqam shares, and (c ) as microworlds,
microcosms of reality, learning environments that managers
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can use to test, challenge, and refine their own mental
model-s. These purposes of modeling as outlined by Morecroft
and Sterman are addressed in more detail- in the following
paragraphs ,
Models as ma s of realit desi ned to activate and
capture!e@'Mode1ingsymbo1sprovidebui1ding
blocks to communJ-cate, assemble and connect knowledge about
the operating pof icies of a business. Model-s as maps and
diagrams with words and friendly algebra are designed to
activate and capture team knowledge. The purpose of
modeling is to learn. As Wack (1985) contended, models and
computer modeling can play an important role in facilitating
a group of managers to learn and make decisions. In this
sense he saw modeling as a l-earni-ng tool. According to
Morecroft and Sterman, the process of modeling should
capture the knowledge and mental- data of policy makers;
models should blend qualitative mapping with friendly
algebra and simulation; their purpose is to support. team
reasoning and Iearning,' they encourage systems thinking and
scenarj-o planning.
Models as frameworks to help organize, filter, and
structure the vast amount. of knowledge a team shares. Once
a model is created, by effectively mapping a strategic
process, it provides a tangible focus for discusslng
operating structure. According to Morecroft and Sterman/
for models to be effective they must become an integral part
of debate and dialog within an organi zati-on. This process
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improves communication and aIl-ows the organj-zation to
experiment with knowledge (learn and thereby improve its
members' mental models) . Mental models are a network of
facts and concepts that contain the individual's
understanding of physical and social phenomena. They are a
dynamic pattern of connections comprising a core network of
familiar facts and concepts. Mental models vary widely for
individual-s.
Model-s as microworlds, microcosms of reality, learning
environments that manaqers can use to test, challenqe. and
ref ine their own menta] model-s. When planning for the
future, it is typical- to consider a number of options to be
taken under several- anticipated futures. According to de
Geus (1994 ) . modeling is a tool- to facilit.ate what he cal-l-ed
a type of scenario thinking. Morecroft and Sterman felt the
ability to bring a model to life , to see the consequences
of structural- assumptions, to try different scenarios, and
to challenge managierial intuition are significant advantages
of modeling, Through systems modeling, simul-ations of
several scenarios wlth varying assumptj-ons can be run to
test certaj-n policies and practices. Simulations are
tangible, they help people to visual- tze and better
understand outcomes. They help buil-d alternative time paths
into the future and share different scenarios (Morecroft &
Sterman, 1994).
Scenarios. Using systems modeling, different scenarios
can be simulated. Seeing the results of different scenarlos
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provides val-uable inf ormation to addres s the dynamic and
uncertaj-n nature of a complex environment.
Scenarios are not designed to predict the future.
Scenarios are designed to imagine a variety of alternative
and plausibl-e f utures (Schwa rLz, 19 91) . They are also
designed to help better understand the current forces
driving a system, in order to make better decisions. They
are designed to help illuminate the future, so one can
inf l-uence future outcomes. Scenarios help to encourage
thinking beyond the confines of a single linear forecast. A
Iinear, single point forecast can be dangerous as 1t traces
the future path of only one possibility.
By engaging in a broad range of alternative and
plausible futures, the scenarlo builder is getting to the
mental- model-s of the individual . This is what Wack (198 4 )
referred to as the 'tgentle art of reperceiving" (p. 741 ).
Wack contended the resul-ts of reperception are the emergence
of different ways to view the world. This is the catalyst
that Jeads to a continued process of new fearning.
In suflrmaryr according to Schwa rlz (19 91) , casting
different scenarios is an effective planning tool for
ordering perceptlons about al-ternatj-ve future environments
in which decislons mlght be examined. Using scenarios as a
planning tool- helps take a broad view in a world of great
uncertainty. Scenarios Encourage l-earning to occur about
the dif f erent variables operating in a system. Wack ( l- 98 4 )
cont.ended that scenario planning helps to st ructure the
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uncertainty of planning for the future. This occurs by
fol-lowing t.he steps of assessing both an internal problem
and the external forces influencing the outcome of the
internal- problem. The process of creating scenarios forces
one to rehearse two to four possible futures hased on
potential- outcomes of key variables. Typically, the actual
future is a comblnation of the different scenarios, thus
better preparing an organi zat.ion f or an uncertain future .
Conclusion
OrganLzations are constrained by the unpredictability
of events. One of t.he more certain el-ements of the future
is change and uncertainty. Many times, the reaction of
decision makers is to try to predict and forecast the future
in order to eliminate this unpredlctability. Traditional
f orecast ing techniques work wel-l- in a stable, linear world.
In the complex, volatile world t.oday, there are many hazards
in trying to precisely forecast a single future. There
seems littl-e hope in trying to pinpoint the exact nature of
the fut.ure.
Yet preparing for, and influencing, the future clearfy
calls for effective strategic planning. Educational- Ieaders
responslble for managing enrollment at institutions need
tools to help them prepare for future enrollment outcomes.
In the search for these tools, system thinking and modeling
provide a viable option. Systems thinking provides an
alternative approach to t.raditional- linear thinklng. Simple
cause and effect relationships are no longer adequate to
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explain complex behavior, such as enrollment outcomes.
Modeling the enrollment process and system at an
institution can be effective in the strategic planning
process. Modeling provides a forum for enroll-ment planners
to discuss and make explicit the key variables and processes
which influence enrollment. Modeling provides a forum to
address the dynamic, cornplex and uncertain variabl-es
inherent in enrollment outcomes. fn addition, systems
modeling provides a valuable learning experience for an
organj-zation as its planners describe and simufate a variety
of different plausible scenarios. Organizations with
leaders who have the capacity to learn col-laboratively from
each other's mind sets are more suited to adjust to the




This study inquires as to how an educational
organj-zation can effectively manage the challenges of
assessing future enrollment goals and opportunities. The
general purpose is to dbmonstrate techniques and an approach
for modeling the enrol-lment patterns and process at an
institution in order for its leaders to gain a better
undersLanding of enroll-ment behavior and to improve their
strategic planning process. Through research and a
col l- aborat ive mode l ing proce s s r thi s study demonst rates
methods to identify future enrollment objectives, and then
leverage points and opportunj-tles.
Speciflc ohjectives of this study include the
f ol- Iowing .
1. A conceptuaf and structural framework is provided
within which its users can assess the past, present, and
future enroll-ment patterns in a complex and changing
envi ronment .
2, A systems model of the enrol-l-ment process at an
educational institution is developed and used to gain a
better understanding of enrollment behavj-or. This involved
assessment of internal variables and policies that affected
the enrollment outcomes.
Goals from use of the research include the following.
1. Greater learnin{ capacity is developed in
organizations through a collaborative process of dialog and
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debate. By using computer modeling and simulat j-on as a f orum
for discussion I a hlgher level- of learnj-ng and shared
understanding is sought.
2. Decision making and design processes are improved
having positive implications for future enrollment outcomes.
It is claimed that by usj-ng the techniques of systems
thinking and modeling an lnstitution will better understand
the enrollment processr and therefore be able to make better
decisions about future enrollment ob; ectives and
opportunities. It is also contended that the learning
capacity for the enrollment team will increase during the
modeling process. This wil-l result in an improved
understandlng of the enrollment process.
Description of the Methodology
When the elements of describing past and present
conditions are used to help better explore the future, this
comprises an emerging research method called futures
research (Merriam & Slmpson, l-995). Futures research
emphasizes the j-mportance of using the past and present to
illuminate the future. Merriam and Simpson described t.he
specific techniques of futures research j-nclude simulation
modeling and scenario planning. The authors noted both of
these techniques emphasize information gathering about past
and present conditions. CollaboraLive and iterative
discussion about this information is then used to explore
potential future experiences.
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Merriam and Simpson explained that futures research
fall-s under the category of descriptive research. The
authors l-i sted the main purposes of descriptive research .
They are, (a) accurately describe present events,
s ituations, and conditions ; (b ) satis fy curiosity to better
understand current reality; and (c ) provj-de a bas is f or
making decisions.
The present research also applies elements of action
research. Act j-on research, ds outlined by Merriam and
Simpson, is used to obtain knowledge that can be directly
applied to an emerging problem or situation. They specified
that action research procedures have minimal control- of
experimental conditions. Action research steps are planned
generally at the beginning of a study and are altered as
needed throughout the course of study.
Design of Study
The present research uses the collaborative processes
of systems thinking and modeling as an aid to better
understand the enroll-ment process and to identify fut.ure
enrol-lment objectives and opportunities. The modeling
process is designed to help an organj-zation provide
structure in order to better understand key processes and
relationships as part of a compl-ex and lnterrelated system.
Through systems thinking reliabl-e inferences about behavior
and performance can be mAde by developing an increasingly
deep understanding of the underlying structure within a
strategic process (Richmond, 1994) . By adopting the mind
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set inherent in systems t.hinking r organ:-zations are abl-e t o
hetter prepare for a dynamic and uncertain future.
Modeling the structure of a strategic process provides
a forum for developing greater understanding of the
relationships among organi- zaLional- practices and
environmental- conditions. AIso, modeling the structure of a
strategic process creates a forum for individual- members to
express perceptions and assumptions in an effort to reach a
shared understanding (Senge, 1990) . In this forum, the
capacity f or l-earning increases r ds the model building team
attempts to create a simulated representation of reality by
using computer software. Through this process/ model users
are able to create and simulate a series of plausib1e and
alternative future scenarios. The results of these
simulated scenarios can be used to provide val-uable
information about future enrollment challenges and how these
challenges can best be met.
A conceptual computer model, based on the tool-s and
technlques of systems thinklng is developed to demonstrate
enrol-l-ment processes and outcomes. This model is used as a
tool to discuss the mental model-s of enroll-ment planners and
to simulate a series of plausibl-e future enrol-l-ment
scenarios. By modeling the enrollment process and structure,
enrollment managers focus on identifying key leverage points
that can be used to maximi ze f uture enrol-lment
opportunities. Research steps follow the modeling and
scenario development process as outlined by High Performance
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Systems (1996) and Schwartz (1991). The design of the
present research centers on the development of a simul-ation
model using the ithink mapping and modeling software. This
process includes the fol-l-owing steps.
Focusing the Effort
The first step in the development of a computer
simulated model is to focus the effort on a specific
decision or cause for concern that needs to be addressed
( Schwa rtz, 7997; High Performance Systems , 7996;
WoIsLenhoIme , 1994) . The modeling effort becomes focused by
developing a verbal statement that describes the purpose of
the modeling process. TypicaIly, the purpose of modeling is
to better understand the relationships that are associated
with specific behavior or performance in a system (Hiqh
Performance Systems, 1996) .
The next step in focusing the effort is to develop a
ref erence behavj-or pattern. The ref erence behavior pattern
translates t.he statement of purpose j-nto a graph
representing one or more key variables over time (High
Performance SysLems, 1995) . IdeaIIy, the concern should be
specified in terms of existing undesirable system behavior
(Wolstenholme, 1994 ) . This concern when specified in
specific terms of behavior, serves as a reference mode and
dictates the shape and boundaries of the model
(WoIstenholme , 1994 ) . In other word.s, the ref erence
behavior represents what is current performance. The
modeling process attempts to demonstrate what future
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performance should be (High Performance Systems, 1996) . It
is intended, the modeling effort helps close the gap between
the current performance and the performance that is sought.
The third step in focusing the effort is to develop a
system di-agram (Hiqh Perf ormance Systems , L9 9 6 ) . A system
diagram is a hiqh Ievel map of the key actors wlthin a model
and the mater j-al and inf ormation links among them. A high
level map is an aggregate representation of the system,
which attempts to capture the broad and more general
relationships. Senge (1990) woul-d refer to the high level
map as *'the forest".
DeveLopment of the Mode1: Mapping the Process or System
A sysLems model of the enrol-l-ment process is developed
using modeling software. The modeling software used for the
present research was ithink by High Performance Systems,
Inc., Hanover, NH. The process of model development is used
as a learning tool to improve strategic planning. The steps
used in building a model- follow those suggested in
fntroduction to Systems Thinking by High Performance
Systems.
In this step I a map of the system and/or process is
constructed. The map represents the structure that is
hypothesj-zed to be responsibl-e for generating the reference
behavior patterns identified in the previous step (High
Performance Systems, L995) .
Mapping begins the construction of the modeling
process. The map constructed represents the believed
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structure responsibl-e for generating the behavior and
patterns of the specified cause or concern. This process
begins by identifying the accumulation of a primary resource
or function. The visuaf diagram of a strategic process is
completed using the sofLware tool-s. The basic structure of a
model recognizes that the fundamental process of any system
is convert.ing resources between states (Wolstenholme 1994 ) .
For example, in a model depicting enroll-ment, students (and
potential student s ) are a resource. In the enrol-lment
process students are converted amonq different staLes such
as prospective student, new student, withdraw, and graduate.
The two main concepts used in creatlng a map are stocks
(accumulations of a resource) and flows (the conversion of a
stock through various stages or cycles). Additional
definitj-ons of mapping symbols are found j-n Appendix A.
Identifying and mappi.rg the accumulation and conversion
of a most important resource typically results i-n a maj-n
chain. A main chain 1s a sequence of stocks connected by
flows (High Performance Systems, L995) . The main chain
serves as the backbone of the model-.
Model the System or Process
Once a visual diagram is mapped with the software, the
next step is to model the process. In the modeling step, one
seeks to capture the rel-ationships as are believed to exist
in the actual system. In the case of the ithink software,
this is done through a variety of steps outlined by
software. These steps j-nclude the fol-lowlng.
OZ
CharacLeri ze the flows . Flows are signified by what
the software calls a pipe with a spigot. Each flow
represents a conversion, the flow of a resource from one
state to another state. When characterizing f1ows, the
model builder seeks to capLure the nature of the fl-ow as it
works in reality (Hiqh Performance Systems, L996) .
Specify algebra. The ithink software provides built-in
equation formulas that +re used to determj-ne the
mathematical functions of the model- variahl-es. These
equations are used to allow for simulations and numerical
output of the model-. The authors encourage the use of
simple and familiar equations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division.
Gather relevant information for the modeling effort.
Information needed for modeling comes from a variety of
sources including quantitative data, written records, and
knowledge elicitation (Vennix, Andersen, Richardson, &
Rohrhaugh , L994) .
Quantitative data and written records that are used
include a variety of market.ing and enrol-lment reports that
are regularly generated to track marketing and enrollment
ef forts. These data inc1ude weekly and quarterly marketing
and enrollment reports, surveys, and other reports as
needed. Knowledge elicitation is addressed in a later
section.
Specify parameter values. Parameters are the numerical
values in the model. These numbers are the input for model
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variables. Examples of parameter values would include the
quantity of a stock (resource accumulation), a flow rate,
and flow volume. In this research, a speciflc example of a
parameter is the number of prospective students who lnquire
about potential- enrollment.
Simulating the Mode1
Simulation is designed to increase val-idity, and
therefore confidence, in the constructed model. Results
from the simul-ation are compared to a reference behavior
pattern discussed earl-j-er. If the model is va1id, the model
simul-ation shows similar resul-ts when compared to reference
behavior. If results are not similar, the model can be
adj usted until- resul-ts are similar. An actual- comparison is
discussed in the next chapter.
Determining the Scenarios
Simul-ations are run on the systems mode1, ref lecting
the different scenarios. The variables selected for the
scenarios were determined based on the potential impact and
level of uncertainty. The variables with the higher
potential impact and uncertainty are used to play out
alternate scenarios . Key variabl-es and leverage point s are
selected to create a range of future scenarios. The
conditions of these variables are altered to test results.
These variables provide the backdrop for a variety of
condj-tions within which the system is operating (Hiqh
Performance Systems, 1995) . Simulated scenarios can be used
with a management team to debate the implications of a
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policy change, and to link an organizaLj-on's strategic
performance to operating structure (Morecroft & Stermanr
1 qqd l
LJJ LJ .
Using the Model as a Fotum for Discussion
SchwarLz (1991), Senge (1990), and High Performance
Systems (1996) stressed the importance of a collaborative
ef f ort . According to Senge, team learni-ng is an important
part of the systems thinking and modeling approach. The
modeling process can be a useful forum in order to draw out
knowledge and mental models of team members invol-ved in the
planning process.
Evaluate the Mod,el Resu].ts
This step centers on the issue of how the results from
the modeling experience influence strategic decj-sion making
and process improvement . The model and s imulati-on results
are evaluated to help determine future courses of act j-on.
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Chapter Four: ResuJ.ts
ResuJts of the present. research are out1ined in this
chapter. This chapter is organj-zed j-n a manner such that the
results are reported based on the steps and methodology
outlined in Chapt.er Three.
Focusing the Effort: Identification of Causes of Concern
Define a purpose. The general purpose of this modeling
effort was to develop a better understanding of the
enrollment process and behaviors at an educational
instltution. More specifically, the model was used to
represent enrol-l-ment behaviors in order to determj-ne
appropriat.e enrollment goals and how these goals can be met
in order to achieve revenue objectives. This included
describing enrol-l-ment processes and behaviors from the time
of student inquiry to the time of graduation. The model also
was used to cast different enroll-ment scenarios in order to
identify key leverage points that most influence enrollment
out come s .
The reference behavior pattern. A reference behavior
pattern translates the verbal statement of purpose into a
graph over time of the key variables over time that are to
be understood (Hiqh Performance Systems, 7996) , fn this
study, the key variable was enrollment. The enroll-ment
pattern was graphed over time to reflect actual enrollment
behavior. The modeling process attempted to replicate this
behavior pattern. This variable and its reference behavior
pattern j-s indicated in the graph titled Enrollment (Figure
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1) . This diagram is used later in
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Figure 1. Actual enrollment by degree program
The system diagram. The third step in focusing the
effort is to develop a system diagram. A system diagram is a
high leve1 map of the key actors within a model and the
materi-al- and information l-inks between them (Hiqh
Performance Systems, L996). The hlgh level map allows model
builders and users to see the high level- interdependencies
of the process heing modeled. The key actors or sectors of
this modeling effort included marketrnq/ admissions,
enrol-Iment, and f inancial . The arrows connecting the
sectors indicate an exchange of materials and/or
information. This high level map is shown 1n Figure 2 .
0
6l
Figure 2 . High level map: Organlzational sectors
DeveI t of the Model the Process or stem
The map constructed represents the proposed structure
responsible for generating enrollment behavior and patterns.
This diagram represents the structure of the enrollment
process underlying the high level diagram. The map was
divided by three different sectors. The first two sectors
of this model (Marketing/Admiss j-ons and Enrollment ) are
connected by what is cal-led a main chain sequence of stocks.
They serve as the physical backhone of the model (High
Performance SysLems, L996) . The process of creating a main
chain began by identifying the primary resource that is
accumulating. In this mode1, the main chain of stocks
includes the various accumul-ations and flows of enrol-1ed
students and prospective sLudents throughout the admissions
and enrollment process. The financial sector represents the
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Figure 3. Map of the
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each sector and mapping components is
Sector
The Marketing/aOmissions Sector represents the various
processes prospective students go through as they consider
enrollment in academic ppograms. This sector represents the
process devoted to generption of new inquirj_es and the




enrollment. In this sector there are three stocks which
represent accumulations of potential students. There are
eight flows representin$ how the volume of these stocks
(accumulations) change over time (the specific flows are
described l-ater in this section) . The fl-ows 1n this sector
all represent the transition of students through varj-ous
stages prior to the enrdllment process (before student.s
actually enroll) .
For hetter understanding and convenience for the
reader, explanations of the floi,'i processes are incl-uded j-n
this section. This helps describe and understand the model
as a whole . Description of f l-ow processes r the rate and
volume of the flow, and the character of fl-ows are provided
in two different sections of this chapter.
Stock of new inquiries. This stock represents the
accumulation of new inquiries that result from various
marketing efforts. The flow of inquiry marks the entrance
of prospective students into the enrollment process or
system. As individual prospects inquire, they become part of
the stock titl-ed "new inqs" (This represents new inquires.
Names for model- components are abbreviated to make the model
l-ess cl-uttered) .
There are three outflows from which the volume of '*new
inqs" is decreased. These ouLflows incl-ude those inquiries
who are not interested (and exit the system), inquiries who
apply, and inquiries who are interested, but do not apply.
These flows represent the transltion inquiries make after a
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period of time ranging from one to six months. A certain
number of inquiries move through the three different fl-ow
processes over a certain period of time. The rates and
vol-ume of the outfl-ows from *tnew inqs" were based on
numerical data (historiqal rates and forecasts). For
example, on average what rate of new inquiri-es applies
within three months after inquiry? The rate entered for
thi s f l-ow (along with other numerical rates ) determined how
the model- played out. Those that did not. appf y continue in
the other f l-ow proces ses / including the f raction of
inquiries who are not interested ("new not int") and those
who are interested but do not apply right away (**get old" )
The flow of not interested (*tnew not int") leads to the
symbol of a cl-oud representing a boundary of the mode1.
This cloud represents that there is no concern over where
this f i-ow ends.
Stock of old inqui-ries. The stock of old inquiries
("old inq" represents those inquir j-es who are interested but
do not immediately appfy. This stock plays in important
role in the enrollment process (and the model). In reality,
not every interested inquiry immediately applies after
inquiring. Rather, t.here is a general- process occurring in
which a significant number of inquiries will delay some time
before applying for enrol-l-ment. It is very conmon for a high
numloer of new inquiries to be interested but delay actively
pursuing enrollment several months af ter inquiry. Del-ays
play an important role in how system behavior plays out
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(Senge 1990) . This flow was determined by historical data
that provided rates and the vol-ume of this f low process.
There are two outfJows which decrease the volume of ol-d
inquiries . One outf low is '*old apply", indicating those old
inquiries who apply. The second outf l-ow is "old no int"
indicating the flow of those who do not apply and are no
Ionger interested. Once again this flow (t'old no int")
leads to the cl-oud symbol and represents a boundary of the
mode l- .
Stock of applicants. The third stock in the
Marketing/Admissj-ons sector is '*app1icants". This stock
represents the accumufation of those of have applied for
enrol-lment. The inf lows to this stock have already been
described. One inflow comes from *'new inqs", the other
infl-ow comes from ttold inqs". The rates and volume of these
flows were key variables in the enrollment process. This
f low variable coul-d be characteri zed as the convers ion of
inquiries to applicants.
There are two outfl-ows from this stock. One outflow is
those who matriculate, the other ouLflow is those who do not
matriculate. The matriculation flow represents all
individuals who decide to enroll. The t'non matric" f low
represents those from the applicant stock who are declined
an offer of admission or those who decl-ine the offer of
admission. These two outf low variables when appl-ied to
enrol-lment coul-d be characterized as appl-ication conversion
rat.es.
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The conversion rate of applications to enroll-ment is a
key variahle in most enrollment processes. In this
particular caser though this varlabl-e was important, the
conversion raLe was relatively stabl-e at 65 percent. This
stahility can be attributed to the fact the program under
study exclusively serves working adul-ts. It is hypothesized
that this popul-ation has a tendency to not apply to a
particular school- unt.il they are 1ike1y t.o enroll- in that
school . Thus, this variable remained stable in the model .
This rate, however, needs to be monitored on a regular hasis
to detect f l-uctuaLions.
Enrollment Sector
The enrollment sector maps the process of students once
they are enroll-ed. This sector distributes enrol-Iment by
degree program and hy l-eve l- of advancement toward
graduation. This breakdown allows the model to better
ref l-ect actual condj-tions, thus providing a more ef f ective
and accurate representat ion of enrol- l-ment . For example , by
using different stages of enro1lment for each of the
programs / the model can indicate more accurately the number
of student s who are in each program and the st.age they are
at within the program. This better accounts the number of
students for each program who will soon graduate and leave
the system. As an outflow of the enrollment system,
graduation plays a crit.ical- role in assessing enrollment
outcomes and obj ect ives .
Stock of new students. The first stock in this sector
l
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is *'new students". This represents the total accumulation
of new enrol,Iees for a designated perlod, as the students
,from the stock of applicants fl-ow into enrollment and become
new students. The leveJ of this stock is determined by the
matriculatj-on flow, which can be identified as the
conversion rate of appl-ications to enrof l-ment.
The "new students" stock is included in the model- to
serve as a distribution stock as students enter the
enrol-lment sector. That is, all new students enter t.his
stock, but immediat.ely flow into the appropriate degree
program. This was done as a way to represent the
distribution of new students through the varlous programs.
Thus, the stock of "new students" does not accumulate over
time. This stock is drained for each time period. This was
done to simplify the diagram of the model.
Enrol-]ment stocks. There are three outf lows f rom the
t'new student" stock, each representing enrollment into one
of three programs. From t.he stock of **new students"t a
person flows into either the Ph. D. program ( Ph. D. Stage 1 ) ,
the MS Program (MS Stage 1 ) , or the On1ine MS program
(Online Stage 1 ) . These flow rates are determined by
dlstribution rates among programs. For example, in the
current research the f ollowing rates were used. Of al-I new
students, 50 percent enter the Ph.D. program, 45 percent
enter the Online MS and 5 percent enter the MS program.
This distribution rate variable is an infl-uential variable
that needs to be moni-tored close1y, as this variable could
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Iikely change significantly over time. An alternative
approach to modeling could be to separate the inquiry and
admissions process for the different degree programs.
Though this woul-d provide additional detail to the model, it
would also increase model complexity. This alternative
could be consldered if the model is expanded 1n the fuLure.
Once enrolled in one of these three programsr the
enrol-l-ment process moves through the stages of each program.
These stages are represented by stocks as indicated by
'*Ph.D. Stage !, "MS Stage 2", etc. Each of the enrollment
stage stocks has a conveyor. This conveyor represents the
progression of students wlthin each of the enrollment
stages. For example, in the current research four Ph.D,
stages were used. Within gach stage, the conveyor
represents the courses a student must compl-ete to advance
through this stage (six courses) . This conveyor system was
used to better reflect the specific status students hold as
they progress through an academic program. By using
conveyors / one j-s able to be more specif ic in determining
where the students are in the enrol1ment process. f n the
current research, this was included to better capture and
reflect the self paced nature adult students take in the
program under study. Each stage of the model was designed
to ref l-ect the actual average progression (i . e. courses
completed per year) students make towards degree completion.
For the current research, the data used to determine this
step in the model is found in Appendix B.
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For each of the enrollment stage stocks, there are two
outflows. One outflow indicates successful completion of
this stage and movement to the next stage (these flows have
'tadv" in their name ) . The rate and volume of this f low is
determined hy retention and course completion rates (as a
function of time). The other outflow indicates the numher
of students who dropped their enrollment (these flows have
"drop" in their name). The rate of these flows is
determined by the historical rate of drop rates. Eor the
current research, general rates of attrition based on
historical data were 20 percent and 25 percent depending on
degree program and enrollmqnt stage (actual rates can be
found in the equations l-isted in Appendix B) . If the modeJ
is expanded, this is an important variable to monitor.
E.inally, for each of the programs main chains there is
a stock of graduates. The inf low of these stocks is t'grad".
The rate of this flow is determined by percent and rate
(time) at which students move form the last stage of their
program to graduation.
Financia]. Sector
The financial sector is included to serve as a level of
revenues as a function of enrollment. As previously
discussed, many institutions are tuition driven. Revenue is
derived from the number of enrolled student.s who are paying
tuition. In this model, the stock of revenue is fed by the
flow of tuition paid by enrolled students. The flow of
tuition paid is determined by the number of enrollees in
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each program multiplied by program tuition.
ModeJ. the System or Process
Once the enrollment process is mapped, the next step is
to model the system as it actually operates. In the current
research, the following steps were completed in attempt to
capture t.he process and rellationships in the model (and
system) .
Characteri ze the f l-ows . The f lows in thi s model were
characterized in the prevj-ous section. As mentioned, flow
rates determine how the accumul-ation of stocks move from one
state to anoLher state. Flow rates are characteri zed
typically hy a designated 'irolume over a designated time.
Most of the flows in this model- are self-reinforcing
(compounding ) or draining f l-ows . According to High
Performance Systems (1995), these fl-ows are the product of a
stock's quantity and a growth and/or a decay fraction. Eor
example the ttnew appfy" fl-ow is a compoundlng flow as it is
the product of the new inquiry stock and the fraction of new
inquirles that appfy. (This is both a production and decay
flow which depletes the stock of new inquires and increases
the stock of applicants ) . Addit.ional- information on the
character of flows in this model can be found in Eigure 4.
For the current. research, Figure 4 is the complete model- and
includes the converters.,'rf connectors which are used help
define and provide input for flow rates. A converter
represents information or quantities used in the model (Hiqh
Performance Systems, L996) . Connectors represent the

'1'1
t.ransmission of information from one model element to
another. For example, in the current research t.he "new
apply" flow is a product of the "new inq" sLock, the "frac
new apply" (converter) , and the "ti-me new apply"
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defined as the product of a stock and a growth fraction. In
this illustration, the "new apply" flow is the product of
the "new inquiry" stock and the fractj-on of new inquiries
that apply divided by the time to apply. The equations used
in the current research model are algehraic equatlons
consisting of basic addition, subtraction, ffiultipl-ication,
and division. The equations were defined using data derived
from historical paLterns and likely forecasLs. Details on
equations are found in Appendix B.
Gather relevant information for the modelin effort.
Quantitative data and written records that were used include
a variety of marketing and enrol-lment reports that are
regularly generated to track marketing and enrollment
efforts. These data include the following marketing and
enrollment reports: (a) inquiry levels over time, (b) inquiry
to appl-ication conversion and delay rates, (c ) application
to enrollment conversion rates. (d) retention rates, and
(e) course complet.j-on rates. Data from these report.s were
used to determine input for model variables. Because trying
to predict the future is difficult and imprecise, the same
can be said for modeling. Thus, exact empirical data for
mode] input is not necessary. In some casesr approximate
values are used. In other cases, different values are used
for the same varlahl-e to explore different scenarios.
Specify parameter val-ues. After the
to include
equations had been
the actualformulated, the next step was
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numeri-cal- values in the model- f or the current research.
Parameters are the numerical values in the model. These
numbers are the input for model variables. Exampl-es of
parameter values included the quantity of a stock (resource
accumulation), or converter. Values were derived from data
from marketing, admission, and enrollment reports. The
val-ues for different parameters and input variables for the
model are listed in the equation document.s found in Appendix
B.
Simulating the Mode1
Simulating the model- produces numerical outputs based
on the variables and re1ationships used to build the model.
Simulation is designed to test validity in the constructed
model . Bef ore using the model- f or pof icy purposes, it is
necessary to make sure the model- has some resemblance to
perceived reality.
This is done by comparing model results with the
reference behavior pattern. Visually similar graphical
patterns imply validity. The reader can compare the
reference behavj-or of past enrollment with the resul-ts of
the j-nitial model simul-ation. The graph 1s labeled Actual
past enroll-ment and is a repl-icatlon of Figure 1. The graph
































Figure 5. Simulated future enrollment (by degree program)
When comparing the two figures it should be noted the
graphs have different scales due to the software used in to






on the graphs. Because of the different scales, the graphs
will not appear identical. The reader should focus on the
pattern of enrollment within each degree program and follow
the appropriate scale.
Comparing simufated model- resul-ts with the past actual-
enrol- Iment ( ref erence hehavi-or pattern ) , both indicate
increases in enrollment. Both graphs indicate enrollment in
various programs as growing steadily. The reference behavior
growth appears to be more gradual. This can be attrihuted to
the fact this graph depicts past enrollment behavior, which
was based on slower growth pattern. Note the actual
enroll-ment is based on the past (through quarter one , L9 98 ) ,
whil-e the simulation is based on the future enrol-Iment
scenarios (January, 1998 through December, 1998). The model
simulation is based on future enrollment projections that
include a more ambitious growth rate.
This simul-ation, in addition to providing a test for
validity, also provides a baseline to operate additional
scenarios. Additional discussion on model val-idity can be
found in Chapter Five.
Determining the Scenarios
Simulation al-l-ows analysis of results based on
different policy, theory, or scenario conditions.
Scenarios and policy tests are aimed at discovering ways to
al-ter (to improve ) the perf ormance of the system. Eor
example, different scenarios can be used to determine
neces sary convers j-on rates to reach enrollment goals .
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Driving this modeling effort is the obj ective of
achieving a cumulative enrollment and revenue goa1.
Therefore, simulat.ions of the model can be run to test
different enrollment scenarios. For example, the number of
inqulries can be adjusted and tested to demonstrate how a
change in this variable will- ef f ect. enrollment outcomes (and
thus revenue ohj ectives ) .
For the current research, the variables selected for
the scenarios were determined based on the potential i-mpact
and level of uncertainty. Key variables and leverage points
were selected to create a range of future scenarios. The
variables wlth the higher potential impact and uncertainty
were used to play out alternate scenarios. The values of
these variables were altered to test various conditions.
These variables provided the hackdrop for a variety of
conditions within which the system is operating (High
Performance Systems, L996) . Simulated scenarios can be used
wit.h a management team to hebate the implications of a
poficy change, and to link an organizalion's strategic
performance to operating structure (Morecroft & Stermanr
1994)"
The simul-ations in this study focus on the goals of the
admissj-ons and market.ing sectors and test different
scenarios to determj-ne marketing and admissions activity
required to meet enrollment goals. One of the first steps
in testing differenL policies and scenarios is to identify
the key variables that most influence future outcomes. In
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choos ing such variabl-es I one needs to cons ider the vari ables
that are not only most crit.ica] to enrol-lment outcomes I but
also consider the variabl-es that are least certain and more
easily influenced. In projectlng fuLure outcomes of new
students, the variables that have a high degree of
uncertainty and potential variance ought to be tested for
their inf l-uence on intended outcomes.
In the current research, the variabl-es that were test.ed
are inquiry rates and convers j-on rates. These variables
were chosen because these variables represent a hiqh degree
of significance and uncertainty in rel-ation to enrollment
goals. These variabl-es were also chosen because they rel-ate
best to the efforts of the admissions and marketing
functions.
Other critical and uncertain variables that could be
used as scenario variables in this model inc1ude application
conversion rate, program distribution rates of new
enrollees, attrition rates. and completion rates. These
variables were left constafit in the current research. The
rates of these variables, while to some degree are
uncertain, were shown to be relatively stable by historical-
data.
Simu].ated Results of Scenarios
Results of each scenario are reported using graphical
and numerical output options as provided by the soft.ware.
The reports from each scenario include simulation results
containing the following information.

Numerical table. Each scenario includes 
a numerical
tahre with the resurts of new enrorrment, 
toLal enrorrment'
and revenues tisted as they occur each 
quarter '
Enro I Iment fi ure. A graPh also shows the 
total
enrorrment by quarters of each of the three 
degree programs '
The haseline scenario was run over three 
years for
purposes of longer term planning ' Each of 
the other
scenarios was run over fouf quarters to reflect 
the planning
cycle for the current fiscdl year ' scenarios 
were tested to
examine the resurts of simrrlations based 
on varying flow




starts with the assumption 
lth't past performance will equal
future performance. This assumption is 
not necessarily a
safe assumpti-on in planning for the future' 
However' in the
case of the current research, this assumption 
is based on



















S cena ri o
L.2 percent. This scenario was based on
quarter. Results of the model simulations
Tables 1 and 2, and Figure 5 and 1 .
One Baseline Scenario ( twelve quarters )
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l.oo 2 3 5.
-l \ Quarters
Figure 1 . Simulated future enrollment Basel ine Scenari-o
( four quarters )
Results for four quarters indicate a year ending
revenue of $3,591 ,'768. Total- enrollment is 585. This fal-ls
short of the goal of 600. This scenario does represent a
baseline set of performance variables that can be a
reasonable expectation for future performance. Results for
twelve quarters indicate total enrollment to be l, L23
students (585 PhD, 49 MS, 489 Online) . Based on this model
simulation total cumulative revenues for LZ quarters are
$18,057,840.
Scenario Two: Balanced Increase
In this scenario balanced increases in the scenario
variables were assumed. That is, the rates of inquiry and
conversion to application reflect balanced increases. The
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j-ncreases refl-ect moderate increases in the performance of
these variables. The rates for conversion variables were 3
percent for new inquiries and 1. 5 percent for old inquiries.
The rate of incoming inquiries was set at 4500 per quarter.
The values for the scenario variables were chosen based on
moderate increases to past performance. Results are shown
Tahle 3 and Figure 8.
Tab1e 3
Scenario Two Bal-anced In rease Scenario




























































figure B. Simulated future enrollment-Ba1anced Increase
Scenario
Results from this scenario show year ending revenue is
equal to $ 3, B 60 , 239 . Year ending enroll-ment is 6 61 .
Despite reaching the enrol-lment goal of 600, the revenue is
about $1+0,000 short of its goal. This could be attributed
to the larger numhers of students ent.ering the programs in
the t.hird and f ourth quarters, which limits the generated
revenue. The results of this scenario were cause for some
concern as the targeted numher of enrolled students at the
end of the year did not achieve the targeted revenue goaI.
This resulted in additional scenarios to test different
conditions to determine how the revenue goal could be met.
v-l . :: : ;:'r.''l ..





Scenario Three High Inquiry
In this scenario the flow of inquiries was set high
(5500 per quarter) and the conversion rates were maintalned
at the level in the previous scenario. This would imply a
focus on marketing activities and efforts. Results from
this scenario were compared to those from the next scenario,
a hiqh conversion scenario, in order to determine the more
powerful leverage points. Results from this scenario are
shown in Table 4 and Figure 9.
Tabl-e 4
Scenario Three High Inquiry Scenario
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Figure 9. Simulated futur enro I Iment High InquiryF
Scenario
This scenari-o, with an increase of inquiries of 22
percent resulted in revenues of $ 3 , 9 L5 , 34'7 and enrol-lment of
694 . Once again, despite reaching overall- enrol-lment goals r
revenue feII short of its farget goal. When compared to the
previous scenario/ enrollment results increases by 33
students or 5 percent . Revenues increase j ust over $55, 000
or L.4 percent. These increases seem fairly insignificant
when compared to the correspondi-ng increase of inquires
which was 22 percent. This difference in results can be
partly expl-ained by the delay j-n time to enroll.
Scenario Four: High Conversion
Thi s scenario
inquiry scenario.
represents the opposite of the high




is the same as in Scenario Two (4500 per quarter) .
Conversion rates of inquiries to applications are increased
to 4 percent for new inquiries and 2 percent for old
inquiries. This scenario implies activities and efforts are
focused on converting the inquiries to applications.
Results from this scenario are shown in Table 5 and F igure
10.
Table 5



































































The resul-ts of this scenario look most appealing.
Revenues of $4, 153, 155 exceed the goal . Enrol-Iment f or the
year finishes at 785. Though this scenario may seem overly
ambitious, it does indicate a cl-ear leverage point when
trying to maximize enrollment opportunities. When compared
to the Scenario Three, the high inquiry scenario, it is
clear the hlgher l-everage point for increasing enrollment i-s
focusing on increasj-ng the conversion rates,
Using the Mode1 as a Forum for Discussion
This step proved to be a challenging part of the study.
The practice of using a systems model as a forum for
discussion of strategic issues in order to draw out mental
models was a delicate and difficult task. Throughout the
development of the model, the process was designed to gather
input from individuals involved in enrollment manaqement.
To an extent the model building process was shared with
members of the enrollment management team. This was done in
order to draw out knowledge and the mental models of
enrollment team members invol-ved in the planning process.
Schwartz (1991), Senge (1990), and High Performance Systems
( 19 9 6 ) stres sed the importance of a col1aborative ef f ort .
According to Senge, team learning is an important part of
the systems thinking and modeling approach.
Introducing the modeling software to a group not
famil-iar with the software had limited success. Two
meetings were hel-d to introduce the team to the model-
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building process. The first meeting was designed to
introduce the group to the concepts of systems thinking and
us ing modeling sof tware to model- the strategic enrollment
process. The second meeting was designed to gather input
into the development of the model. The results of these two
meet.ings brought forth a multitude of variables that would
have substantially j-ncreased the complexity of modei-
development and also increase the difficulty of the
simulation tasks.
As noted, resul-ts f rom these meetings were mixed. The
group seemed to grasp the concepts of systems thinking and
the implications for enroll-ment planning. However, the
discussions were in general divergent, with Iimited focus
and involved wide ranging discussions on a multitude of
variabl-es that coul-d inf luence enrol-l-ment. There was a
tendency to want to lnclude every variabl-e that influences
enrollment, With this dj-vergent discussion, it was
dif f icult to suflrma rtze any coflimon variahl-es that coul-d be
j-ncluded in the modeling building process. High Performance
SysLems (1995) warned that in the model building process it
is important to avoid becoming narrowly focused on too many
details. They said this is the surest way to fail- in the
model building process. Rather, the authors encouraged a
high level- of aggregation of variabl-es that capture the
essence of the system. This experience vividly demonstrated
the challenge of transforming the highly detailed, in depth
ment.al models of several individual-s j-nto broad, highly
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aggregated system descriptions that are the basis for the
most effective computer models.
After these meetings, the researcher concluded the
design of the group process was not sufficient to reach the
modeling goal: The development of a workable model in a
reasonable time frame that could be simulated. The group
process did result in val-uable discussion concerning a wide
range of variables related to the enrollment process.
However, due to the challenge of computer modeling and the
somewhat limited experience of the researcher in group
facilitation for modeling, the discussions did not lead to
significant improvement of learning capacity or
understanding. For sake of time and f oIlowing the advice of
the software authors to devefop a model- that is highly
aggregated and can be simul-ated in a straight forward
manner/ the researcher developed the model based on
variables which reflect the actual enrollment process.
Variables and processes that outlined the actual enrollment
process were included. The variahles included in the model
were more objective, ds they could be measured with direct.
numerical quantities.
Eva].uate the Mode1 Results
This step centered on the issue of how the results from
the modeling experi-ence infl-uences strategic decision making
and process improvement. The model- and simulation results
were evaluated to help determine future courses of action.




Summary of the Research
This research addressed the issue of enrollment
planning in higher education. Chapter One introduced the
reader to the research problem, obj ectives of the study, and
provided important background information. The basic
research question was how can leaders of i-nstitutlons of
higher educatlon effectively plan for future enrollment in a
complex and dynamic environment characterized by change and
uncertainty. This changing environment provides a
challenging setting for enrolJment planners, as enrollment
trends are shifting due to changes in technology,
demographics, and the economy.
One goal for this st.udy was to provide a conceptual and
structural framework to use for thought and planning for an
uncertain future in a complex and changing environment. The
researcher contends systems thinking and computer modeling
provide a conceptual and structural framework with which to
plan for the future.
The theoretical framepork to support this goal was
discussed in Chapter Two, the review of the literature. In
the Iiterature review, the malor themes that were developed
centered on the application of systems thinking and computer
modeling as valuahle tools in the planning process. In
developing these themes, a general overview of strategic
planning was provided. This was followed by a more specific
description of some of the key issues enrollment managers
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face in assessing future enrol-l-ment outcomes. Systems
thinking and modeling was then discussed a viable method to
assj-st enrollment managers in the task of planning for
future enrollment outcomes.
The basic underlying premise is that systems thinking
and computer modeling provide a framework and forum for
enrol-l-ment managers to use in planning for an uncertain and
dynamic future. Many authors contend using systems thinking
and computer modeling to structure the strategic process
provides a useful forum for developing a greater awareness
of the relationships amonq internal organi zaLional- practices
and environmental- conditj-ons (Morecroft, 1994; High
Performance Systems 1996; Senge, L990). Systems thinking
encourages a mind set that goes beyond Ilnear, cause and
effect thinking. Systems thinking encourages an approach
that vj-ews the environment as a web of interrelated,
interdependent variables which make up a system. Computer
modeling provides tools for mapping out the variabl-es of a
part j-cular system. Af ter a system has been mapped, the
model can be used to si-mulate different scenarios by
manipulating different variables.
Chapter Three outlined the methodology for this
research. The methodology focused on the development of a
computer model designed to be used as tool to assist in
planning for fuLure enrollment outcomes. The modeling
process involved creating a visual diagram (mapping) of the
process or sysLem, adding variables, defining refationships,
9B
and creating algebraic equations to create a model that
resembled reality.
The actual model is introduced in Chapter Eour. The
model was used as a forum for creating a variety of
plausible enrol-lment scenarios. These scenarios were then
simulated to test results of t.he different enrollment
scenarr-os.
Summary of Findings
The ma j or ob j ect j-ve of this study was to devef op a
model of the enrollment process at an institution of higher
education. Thls objective was outlined and demonstrated in
Chapter Four. Before beginning discussion about the findings
based on the model and modeJ-ing process, it is first
important to examine the val-idity of the model. Once
val-idity is addressed I a discussion of the results will
occur. The discussion includes f indings in t.he model-
building process and the assessment of the slmulated
scenarios. Limitations of this model wil-l- be addressed,
Einallyr recommendations are presented and discussed.
Model validity. When developlng and assessing a mode1,
a key concern is to what extent does the model represent
reatity? In order to create a valid model, Hiqh Performance
Systems (1995) encouraged the model builder to create a
model that contains variables that can be measured or
estimated. and thus, simulated in a reasonably
straightforward and clear manner. This advice was followed
very carefully in the development of this model. When
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l-ooking at the model variabl-es, most if not all- the
variables were easily to converted to a measurabl-e quantity
( i . e . inquiry rates, conversion rates, distribution rates,
etc. ) . The fact the model is to a hiqh degree obj ective in
its measure lends additional confidence to the validity of
the model-. The relationships in this model are easity
measured. fn addition the simulated results of future
enrollment were compared to patterns of actual past
enrol-lment (ref erence behavior pattern ) . As indicated in
the previous chapter, t.he model- does cl-ose1y resemhl-e
perceived reality.
Soft (or more subjective) variabl-es were omitt.ed for
the sake of creating a model that could be simulated with a
high degree of conf j-dence in the validity of the model. The
implication for omitting such variables is discussed later
in this chapter.
Discussion of the Model
Thus, the model developed is a valid model of the
enrollment process. The model contains the necessary and
sufficient variables to run various si-mulations in order to
test different enrollment scenarios. The model can be used
to determine what influence different variables ( inquiry,
conversion, retentlon rates) have on enrollment over a
variety of tlme spans.
In this partj-cul-ar research, the model was used to test
different inquiry and conversion rates and the influence
these variabl-es have on enroll-ment and revenue ouLcomes.
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This was done in order to determine enrollment obj ectives
necessary to meet desired revenue obj ectives and to
determine an appropriate strategy to meet these enrollment
and revenue objectives. The model- proved to be useful in
thi s regard . By deve lopipq a model- that could be s imulated,
one is abl-e to simul-ate various performance scenarios and
compare the results to stated goaIs. Results of t.he
modeling process show a maximum leverage poinl to be in the
conversion of inquiries. Though this may be somewhat
obvious, the model is able to better pinpoint the specific
conversion performance necessary to reach the intended
goal s .
By building t.his model, at.tenL j-on was f ocused on key
performance indicators that support enrollment outcomes.
During the model building process/ information was gathered
and discussion occurred in relation to the key performance
indicators supporting enrol-lment. f n an article on using
information to support po+ices and decisions, Forrester
(1994) wroLe that. management is the process of converting
information into action. further, he contended the process
of converting information to action could be referred to as
decision making. Thus modeling, provides a forum for
gathering important information about key variables and
basis for making decisions.
Another obj ective of t.he study was to use the modeling
process as a forum for discussion to improve l-earning
capacity in an organi zation. As mentioned in the previous
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chapter, this was the most challenging objective. The
challenges confronted 1n using systems thinking and computer
modeling as a forum for discussion to j-ncrease learnj-ng and
understanding could be narrowed to two areas. The first is
designing a group process that facilit.ates the elicitation
of knowledge from a group for model building. The second
area is familiarLzing memhers of a group with the
intricacies of systems thinking and computer modeling.
The design of a group process to elicit knowledge for
model building warrants some attention. The process of
elicit i.rg and mapping knowl-edge to build system dynamics
model- is not a straightforward one according to Vennix, et
al. (1994 ) . Venn j-x, et al-. went on to say elicitation of
knowledge for model building is a complex, subtle, iterative
process involving a thorough successive cycl-es of
refinement. Knowledge elicitation and mapping is not just
simply a process of uncovering knowledge and information.
The authors emphasized that techniques for drawing out.
information from the mental model-s of individuals in a group
process is informal and highly intuitive. The authors
stated it is an art to be abl-e to extract the most important
j-nformation for modeling, the minds of experts and key
actors in the system.
With the benefit of hindsight, this research did not
adequately design the group process to support model
building. Rather, the researcher followed the line of
thought that referred t.o the group process as informal and
]-02
intuit j-ve. Thouqh knowledge elicitation and mapping can be
considered informal- and intuitiver one conclusion from this
research is the design of the group process needs to address
the challenges and complexities of a task that is so
important in the model huilding process. This requires
either a high degree of planning and structure, or an
experienced model- bui1der who is also a skilled group
faci I it ator .
Familiar:-zing a group of individuals with Lhe processes
of systems thinking and computer modeling is a challenge
recognized by Richmond (1994). As noted in Chapter Four,
transforming the hiqhly detailed, in depth mental models of
individual-s into a aggregated visual diagram and model is a
formidable task. The first step in this task is to somehow
take the web of relationships that compose the various
individual mental models and develop a system diagram and
model f rom a bl-ank computep screen. According to Rj-chmond,
there is a large gap that exists between the mental,
systemic images of individuals to the shared visual
renderings of these relationships.
Richmond al-so contended that a second major impediment
exists at the other end of the modeling continuum. Once a
model has been constructed, there is considerable visual
complexity that can impede the process for learning. He
cautioned that the representations of what experienced
modelers understand coul-d appear intimidating to the
uni-nitiated. Many tlmes when looking at a model of a system
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or processr the novice modeler can experience cognitive
overload. One recommendation by Richmond to alleviate this
impedlment was to focus on the important aspects of the
model, the stock and ffow relationships.
The group process to develop a model al-so takes time,
resources and commitment. The i-nvestment of each of these
variables to ef fectively accompl-ish modeling obj ectives is
substantial. The amount of time, resources and commitment
that were requlred for a group to develop a model emerged as
an underestimated impediment.
Limitations
Lastly, the l-imitations of t.his model- and the modeling
process in general are ad.dressed. The fact that all
variables can not be included in a model does imply there
are limits to the model As previously stated, models are
imperfect, lncomplete representations of reality. This
research embraces this notion. Models are not to be used as
a method to predict the future. Rather, thelr value is in
l-earning more about the past, present, and f uture as
discussions are centered around important rel-ationships
whj-ch inf luence fut.ure planning and decision making.
One limitation of the present model- is the omission of
softer, more subjective variables. For example, this model
does not include subj ective variables such as program
quatity or affordability. The inclusion of these variables
could result in an accumulation of program attractiveness
that may have significant influence on both the inquiry and
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conversion rates. Cert.ainly, the quality and af fordability
of an academic program also need to be recognized as
impacting retention rates. Other variables could al-so be
used to expand the model. For example, environmental
variables such as population and demand for educatlon could
be included 1n the expansion of this model.
Another limitation of the model is that it was used for
short planning cycles. Eor the current research, the model-
was primarily used for purposes of goal setting and planning
for one year. One year is a limited planning horizon and
does not take full advantage of the capabilities of the
modeling software. One purpose (and advantage) of building
a model- and casting scenarios is to expand the horizons used
f or strategic planning. This research incorporat.ed a three-
year (twelve-quarter) planning cycle in one simul-ation of
the model-. It is recommended that future model simulations
include longer planning horizons.
Recommendations
Using the model- was helpful in drawing out different
enrollment scenarios and testing various condj-tions that may
inf luence enrolIment outcomes. This is a valuable process
in planning strategies for future enrollment. Based on the
results of the scenarios, it is recommended that an
enrollment planning revolve around a balanced increase in
inquiry rates and conversion rates. The greater leverage
point lies in increasing conversion rates. Additional
recommendations derived from the model for policy or
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strategy impl-ementatlon include improvement of the group
proce s s .
It is also recoflrmended the model- continue to be
expanded and updated. Updating the model with new data will
allow the same model to be used for future planning cycles.
Expansj-on of t.he model- would be appropriate if a new focus
or problem emerged. When expanding a mode1 (or building a
new model ) , it is important to define the purpose of the
model. In this research the model was used to help
determine necessary enrollment objectives s to meet overal-1
revenue goa1s. A possible expansion on this model coul-d
include the softer variables that were not parL of this
model. For example, program quality and its influence on
enrollment could be modeled and tested. Or, the amount of
dol-l-ars spent on marketing and advertising coul-d he included
to test inf l-uence on enrollment. It is al-so reconimended
that the planning horizons be expanded to go beyond a single
\raa r
Jvur.
Recommendations for improving the process for group
involvement and input include devefoping a more
comprehensive plan to effectively involve a group in the
modeling building process. The fact that the task of using
a group in modeling building is informal and largely an art
does not negate the need for careful and comprehensive
planning. Rather, when a task is complex, subtle, informal,
and intuitive the need for planning is greater. One
recommendation to improve this process is to devote the
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sufficient time and resources to the model buildlng task.
There al-so needs to be a higher and more formal- level of
commitment to the task. This could be done by offering an
introduction to the model bullding process and seeking
members who wi l- l- commit to the devel opment o f a model . An
additional- recoinmendation would be to have separate
lndividuals assume the different roles of modeler and group
facilltator (Vennix et aI. , 1994 ) . Lastty, the modeler or
group facilitator should be from outside the culture of the
model building group in order to offer a degree of formality
and obj ectivity.
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Appendix A: Symbols and Definition
The documents in this appendix incl-ude the primary
mapping symbols used in mapping and modeling software. The
inclusion of these symbols and their definitions are
expecled to assist the reader who would like to better
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Appendix B: Equations and Parameter Val.ues
The documents in this appendix contain the underlying
equations and parameter values of the model for the current
research. This information can be used to refer the actual
equations and values used in the model.
LL2
+ (MS_drop_l + MS_drop_ZMS_Drops (t) : MS_Drops (t dt)
+ MS Drop3 ) * dt
IN IT MS_Drops : 0
MS_drop_1 : LEAKAGE OUTFLOW
LEAKAGE FRACTION : .25
NO-LEAK ZONE:0
MS_drop-Z : LEAKAGE OUTELOW
LEAKAGE FRACTTON : .20
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
MS_Drop3 : LEAKAGE OUTFLOW
LEAKAGE E''RACT ION : . 15
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
MS Grad(t) : MS Grad t dt) + (Grad MS) * dt
INIT MS_Grad : 9
Grad_MS : CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
MS_Stage_1(t) : Ms_Stage_l(t dt) + (Enro11 MS
MS Adv 2 MS drop 1) * dt
INIT MS Stage 1 : 311,4,20
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MS_Adv_2 : CONVEYOR OUTELOW
MS_drop_1 : LEAKAGE OUTFLOW
LEAKAGE ERACTION : .25
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
MS_SIage_2 (t ) : MS_SIage_2 (t dt ) + (MS_Adv_2
MS_drop_2 MS_Adv_3) * dt
INIT MS Stage 2 : 0.0 ,1,3
TRANSIT TIME : 4
INF.LOW LIMIT : INF
CAPACITY: INF
MSAdv2:CONVEYOR UT E'LOW()
MS_drop_Z : LEAKAGE OUTELOW
0LEAKAGE FRACTION : .2
tr4
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
MS_Adv_3 : CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
MS_Stage_3(t) : MS_Stage_3(t dt) + (MS_Adv_3
Grad_MS MS_Drop3) * dt
INIT MS_Stage_3 : 0, 0, l, I
TRANS]T TIME : 4
INFLOW LIMIT: INF
CAPAC I TY : IN E''
MS Adv 3: CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
Grad_MS : CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
MS Drop3 : LEAKAGE OUTFLOW
LEAKAGE F-'RACTION : .15
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
New_Students (t) : New_Students (t
Enroll- PhD Enrol-l- Online Enroll MS )
dt ) + (Matric
*dt






Onl-ine : New Students * f rac online
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Enroll_MS : New_Students*frac_MS
Online_Drops (t) : Online_Drops (t
Drop_2 ) * dt
INIT OnIine_Drops : 0
Drop_1 : LEAKAGE OUTFLOW
dt) + (Drop 1 +
LEAKAGE FRACTION : .25
NO_LEAK ZONE : O
Drop_2 : LEAKAGE OUTFLOW
LEAKAGE FRACTION :
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
Onl-ine Grad(t) : Online Grad(t dt) + (Grad) * dt
INIT Online_Grad : 0
Grad : CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
Online_Stage_1 (t) : Online_Stage_1 (t
(EnroII Onl-ine Adv 2 Drop 1) * dt
dt) +
INIT Online Stage 1 : 1,2. 1, 5 ,77, ll





Enroll OnIine: New Students*frac online
Adv2:CONVEYOROUTFLOW
Dropl:LEAKAGEOUTFLOW
LEAKAGE FRACTION : .25
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
Online_Stage_2 (t ) : Online_Stage_2 (t dt ) + (Adv 2
Grad Drop 2) * dt
INIT Online Stage 2 0r0r0r0,7,1
TRANS]T TIME : 6
INFLOW LIMIT: ]NF.
CAPACITY: INF
Adv_2 : CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
Grad: CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
Drop_2 : LEAKAGE OUTELOW








PhD_drop_Z + PhD_Drop_3 + PhD_Drop_4) * dt
INIT PhD_Drop:0
PhD Drop 1: LEAKAGE OUTE'LOW
LEAKAGE ERACTION : .20
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
PhD_dr op_Z : LEAKAGE OUTFLOV{
LEAKAGE FRACTION : .20
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
PhD_Drop_3 : LEAKAGE OUTFLOW
LEAKAGE ERACT]ON : .20
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
PhDDrop4:LEAKAG E OUTFLOW
LEAKAGE FRACTION : .15
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
PhD Grad(t) : PhD Grad(t dt) + (Grad PhD) * dt
INIT PhD_Grad : 5
Grad PhD : CONVEYOR OUTELOW
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PhD_Stage_l(t) : PhD_Stage_l(t dt) + (Enroll PhD
Adv_PhD_2 PhD_Drop_l ) * dt
INIT PhD_Stage_l : L2,25 , 40 , 6L
TRANSIT TIME : 4
INELOW LIMTT: INF
CAPACITY: INF.'
EnrolI_PhD : New_Students*Frac PhD
Adv PhD 2 : CONVEYOR OUTELOW
PhD_Drop_l : LEAKAGE OUTELOW
LEAKAGE FRACTION : .20
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
Phd_Stage_2 (t ) : Phd_Stage_2 (t dt ) + (Adv_PhD 2
Adv_PhD_3 PhD_drop_2) * dt
INIT Phd_Slaqe_Z : 19 , L0, 1 6,79
TRANSIT TIME : 4
INFLOW LIMIT: INF
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NO.LEAK ZONE : O











dt ) + (Adv PhD 3








LEAKAGE E'RACT ION : .20
NO-LEAK ZONE : 0
Adv_PhD_4 : CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
PhD_Stage_4 (t ) : PhD_Stage_4 (t dt ) + (Adv_PhD_4
Grad_PhD PhD_Drop_4) * dt
720
INIT PhD_Stage_4 5,6,J,12






p_4 : LEAKAGE OUTFLOW
Grad PhD: CONVEYOR OUTFLOW
PhD Dro
LEAKAGE FRACTION : .15







Ph D_S t a ge_l + Phd_S t a ge_2 + Ph D_S t a ge_3 + Ph D_S t a ge_4
Revenues (t ) : Revenues (t dt ) + ( fncoming Rev) * dr
INIT Revenues:0
Incoming_Rev:






Appl-icants (t) : Applicants (t
O1d_apply Matric Non matric )
dt ) + (New apply +
dr*
INIT Applicants:50
New_apply : New_Inqs * Frac_new_appl y /T ime_new_appIy
O1d_apply : Old_Inqs * frac_old_appl-y /time_old_apply
Matric : Applicants*Frac_matric
Non_matric : Applicants* ( 1-Frac_matric-. 10 )
New_Inqs(t) : New_Inqs(t dt) + (Inquire New_apply
Get o1d New No int ) * dt
INIT New_Inqs - 8000
Inquire : GRAPH (TIME)
(1.00, 3520), (2.00,3560), (3.00, 3640), (4.00, 4500),
(5.00, 3755) , (5.00, 3635) , (7.00, 3500) , (8.00, 3955) ,
(9.00, 3960) , (10.0, 3960) , (11.0, 3960) , (12.0, 3960) ,
( 13. 0, 3960 )
New_apply : New_Inqs * Frac_new_appl y /T ime_new_app1y
Get_old : New_fnqs*Frac_old/time_old
New_No_int : New_fnqs*Erac_new_no/time_new_no
OId_Inqs(t) : Old_Inqs(t dt) + (Get old Old_apply
OId no Int ) * dt
INIT OId_Inqs 8000
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Get_old : New_Inqs * Erac_o Ld/ time_old
Old_apply : Old_Inqs * frac_old_appLy /time_old_apply
Old_no_fnt : Old_Inqs*Erac_o1d_no/time_old_no






T ime_new_app I y : 1
time_new_no : 1
time_old:2
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